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Our Story

Our Purpose

The constitutional objectives of YHAC are to:

Develop and provide a service which meets the health needs of local Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander people in a culturally safe and respectful way, having 

regard to their total social, emotional and physical wellbeing, and the

importance of Health promotion and preventative measures. This includes:

• Integrating with and complementing existing service providers and  

agencies, to improve the social and emotional determinants of health;

• Providing a base for health units and other agencies providing services to 

the local community; 

• Supporting safe environments that allow for the holistic delivery of 

health care to Aboriginal people;

• Support and educate local Aboriginal people to become informed of the 

options available to them for health and local community services;

• Develop and maintain relationships and partnerships to ensure               

coordinated and effective health services for local Aboriginal people;

• Develop and expand outreach services, special clinics and targeted 

programs where necessary;

• Support education and training of health professionals in Aboriginal 

health;

• Increase workplace opportunities and development opportunities for 

Aboriginal people;

• Research the needs of local Aboriginal people and evaluate new and 

existing services;

• Actively attempt to ensure the integration of Aboriginal health in     

mainstream sites, where this will be beneficial to our clients;

• Provide health care and initiatives targeted at youth, elders and men in 

the local Aboriginal community; and

• Take such other actions and initiatives as are deemed appropriate by 

the Board for the purposes of supporting and funding the other listed 

objects.

The Strategic Directions plan 2021 – 2026 has been designed to share the same 

goal and build on the Australian Government’s commitment to ‘Closing the 

Gap’ by 2031. Their shared goal – Our shared goal is to:

‘Realise health equality by 2031, which is consistent with the Council of 

Australian Governments’ health goals for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

peoples. We know that good health enables Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander children to have the best possible start to life, and adults to lead 

active, full and productive lives’.

We will support the three priorities of improving school attendance, workforce 

participation and building safe communities, which are the key drivers in 

improving health outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.

Our Objectives

Our Shared Goals

Yadu Health Aboriginal Corporation 

Yadu Health Aboriginal Corporation (YHAC) was established in 1986 as Ceduna 

Koonibba Aboriginal Health Service to provide culturally appropriate and 

preventative health care, education programs and a clinical service to the 

Aboriginal community. In late 2006 the Minister of Health announced his 

intention to introduce a new Health Care Act which would provide for more 

direct control and accountability. The Minister acknowledged the need for 

YHAC to be given the option to become Community Controlled. In June 2008, 

the Health Advisory Council (HAC) of YHAC advised Country Health SA that 

they wished to work towards becoming community controlled with the 

transition date being the 1st July 2010. The HAC subsequently revised the 

timeframe with the transition date becoming the 1st July 2011.

CKAHS officially transitioned to the not for profit Aboriginal Community 

Controlled Health sector on 1 July 2011 and subsequently became Ceduna 

Koonibba Aboriginal Health Service Aboriginal Corporation (CKAHSAC). 

CKAHSAC then transitioned to their new name Yadu Health Aboriginal 

Corporation in late 2020.

YHAC aims to provide a unique, accountable, holistic and integrated service 

by providing best practice healthcare to the West Coast Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander communities, which enable individuals and their families to 

achieve improved health outcomes, and to participate in and enjoy community 

and culture. We aim to:

• Deliver and maintain respectful, safe and high-quality holistic health 

care.

• Reduce the gap in Indigenous life expectancy by 2031 through working 

closely with our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, our 

key service delivery stakeholders and our funders.

• Work with and support the community to achieve improved health 

outcomes.

• Work our communities to participate in and enjoy the community and 

culture.

YHAC is a major employer of Aboriginal people in the West Coast region and 

delivers programs from three sites; Clinic and Administration Building, Seaview 

Village and the Sobering Up Unit. Our main business is to provide a broad 

range of services to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities of 

Ceduna, Koonibba, Scotdesco and the surrounding Homelands. 
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Our Shared Values

‘We know that any work in these priority areas must be underpinned by 

improving the health and wellbeing of individuals, families and communities’.

We will work with our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, our key 

service delivery stakeholders and our funders. Together we will improve the 

lives of our people, we will realise our aspirations, and we will build the future 

for our next generation of leaders.

• We exist to service our community, and our clients are the centre of our work

• We take pride in being community controlled for the people and by the 

people

• Culture and community is at the heart of everything we do and what we can’t 

do alone, we will do it together

• We are committed to services that will improve the health of Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander people in our communities

• We will work together across the organisation as one team

• We are respectful and accepting of each other, our clients and communities

• We always try to find a solution to a problem even when it is “not my job”

• There is no wrong door for our clients – we will make sure that our clients see 

who they need to see

• We work within the health centre and across the community to ensure that 

our clients have easy access to our services

• We work within culturally safe organisation and learn together from each 

other, our clients and our communities

• We work cooperatively with other services to benefit our clients

• We work towards continuous quality improvement and meeting our              

accountability requirements 

Our vision is to be a trusted community-controlled health delivery service 

and to be recognised as providing excellent health care to our communities 

wherever they are needed.

Our aim is to provide the best possible health care services to the people of 

our communities wherever they live.   

In the next 5 years we will focus on:

• Building the confidence of our people and supporting our workforce to

              deliver services across our communities

• Becoming a trusted and valued Aboriginal community-controlled health 

          service

• Promoting our services and finding new ways to inform and engage with  

          our communities

• Having our new building with appropriate equipment and assets to 

          support new ways of working with our communities that they will be 

          proud of

Our Future

There are four (4) key strategies that underpin the directions that will make 

a difference to the way we work as one organisation, the way we improve 

the delivery of services for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, and 

translate the aspirations into reality. 

The milestones for the strategies to be implemented are identified in the 

short term (12 months), medium term (2 years) and long term (3 – 5 years).

To create ‘one organisation’ we all need to share the same vision. We need to 

be better at working with each other, knowing each other’s jobs and regularly 

talking with each other. We need to do the same with our key stakeholders 

who work with our communities. We will be professional in the way we look, 

the way we work together and the messages we are delivering to our 

communities. We have to make sure that we have the right skills in our 

workforce to meet our communities’ health and social and emotional 

wellbeing needs.

To empower management and staff to make the necessary day-to-day decisions 

within the overall directions set by the Board. We will improve our service delivery 

to the community. We will support and care for staff and develop a realistic and 

achievable workforce plan that promotes efficiency, accountability, reliability and 

fosters creativity and innovation.

It is paramount to seek suitable infrastructure that supports the continuity of care 

to clients that allows their needs to be met and one that is conducive to bridging 

relationships between all teams. The design will have improved waiting areas 

including an outdoor area, and private counselling and working areas that create a 

sense of belonging and confidentiality. This is priority for the organisation, and we 

will pursue the funding to either seek a new building or completely fix the existing 

one.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 1
We will build the confidence of our communities in the 
delivery of our holistic health services

Be an active community-controlled health organisation that 
is engaged with and inspired by our people

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 2

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 3
Strive to have adequate and appropriate facilities to provide 
the best health care across our communities 

33

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 4
Invest in our staff and their development as outstanding 
health workers across all program areas
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Robert Larking

Chairpersons Report 

The Yadu Health Aboriginal Corporation Board of Directors hereby present 

the Annual Report for the 2021-2022 financial year for, and on behalf of, the 

Board of Directors.

Firstly, I would like to start by acknowledging and thanking the past 

and present Directors who have contributed to the sustainability and 

success of Yadu Health.  I would like to thank Wayne Miller for his time 

on our governance team who unfortunately had to resign due to his own 

commitments.  I welcome Nardene Saunders, Patrick Sharpe and Andrea 

Richards to our governance team.  They have all shown their enthusiasm, 

diligence and commitment to their individual roles and to the communities 

we all care for and support. 

It is important to acknowledge our funders because without their 

ongoing commitment we would not be able to provide the current suite of 

comprehensive services to the communities we serve.  I acknowledge our 

staff across the Corporation who continue to do the best they can, despite 

being in a building that is not fit for purpose.  I acknowledge the people we 

have provided services to over the past year, and with this comes my sincere 

condolences to the families for the people we have lost during this time.

This financial year has been extremely busy, and I can’t believe how the 

time has just flown by.  Yadu Health finished the 2021-22 year in a very good 

financial position which will allow us to embark on some projects during 

the 2022-23 financial year, including the redevelopment of one of its 

housing properties.  Yadu Health also remains a significant employer in 

the region providing employment for 65 people .

It’s important for me to say COVID is not going away, we all have a 

personal commitment to keeping ourselves safe which will lead to keeping 

all of our communities safe. I urge everyone to keep up to date with the 

latest information on our website.

Just as 2020/21 was a turning point for Yadu Health, so has 2022 proved 

to be a turning point. As a result of Labor being elected in SA and Labor 

being elected for the Federal election, Yadu Health has secured funding of 

$2.5M from the State Government and $13.4M by the Federal Government.  

This funding will enable us to design and build a new health facility that 

our community and staff can be proud of. After a long wait, and having to 

work from a building that was not fit for purpose, we can now look forward 

to being in the new building in late 2024. This will be an exciting time for 

the whole community, and we very much look forward to this coming to 

fruition. 

As Board members we know our staff continue to demonstrate their 

passion, their skills and their individual expertise. This is specially when 

it comes to working with our people in a holistic way and to the corporate 

services team that keeps us compliant.  On this note, I also would like to 

thank Anne Dunn, Consultant who spent 2 days with the Board in Port 

Lincoln to refresh our Strategic Directions Plan.

I would like to thank Ben Watson and the team at Gateway Tax and 

Advisory and Gina Nardone and her team from PeopleVision for your 

ongoing commitment to Yadu Health regarding Finance and Human 

Resources. 

Chairperson, YHAC
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We look forward to and welcome any challenge to increase productivity, efficiency and meaningful outcomes for our people.  We will always continue to 

strive for a sustainable future that will provide the right services at the right time for our people. 

As Chairperson and on behalf of our Board Members and Staff, I would like to thank our partner Member services including the Aboriginal Health Council of 

SA, the National Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Organisation, and in particular our Funders.

I  want to also acknowledge the Fay Fuller Foundation and 

thank them for continuing to support our sector for another 

12 months, this is fantastic news. 

I  would like to thank Zell Dodd, CEO, for her commitment and 

dedication to the Corporation and our communities. Zell has 

now been with us now for over seven years and as you may 

remember she was planning her exit strategy in last year’s 

annual report.  I am very pleased to say that Zell is still with us.

Yadu Health Aboriginal Corporation 66

Acknowledgement 

Our Future 

Tullawon Health Service
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To Our Funders 
Without you we would not be able to deliver the essential primary health care services that we know our community needs to keep strong and healthy.

I hope you enjoy reading the 2021/2022 Annual Report.   

We thank you all for your support and we look forward to our ongoing journey together in Closing The Gap in our life expectancy.  

Kind Regards  

Robert Larking 

CHAIRPERSON 



Chief Executive 
Officer’s Report

Zell Dodd
Chief Executive Officer, YHAC

I want to acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the Land that I live and 

work on and I pay deep respect to the Elders past, present and future.  I 

similarly acknowledge and pay respect to the younger generation, who 

will be the future leaders and advocates for their local communities in the 

West Coast of South Australia. 

I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge Robert (Bobby) 

Larking for continuing in the role of Chairperson and Kevina Ware for 

taking on the role of Secretary.  Both are long-standing Board members 

and despite being busy in their own communities, they continue to be 

strong advocates, and ensure that Yadu Health is financially viable, and 

for the ongoing advancement of Yadu Health now and in the future, with 

community at the centre.  I would also like to take this opportunity to 

acknowledge and thank Joy Haynes who joined the Board in November 

2019 and Jennifer Scott who joined in November 2020.  I also thank our 

outgoing Board members Sheena Haseldine, Kristy Richards, Joy Haynes 

and Randy Gray for their time on the Board. 

For another year it has continued to be an absolute pleasure to work with 

the Board of Directors. I continue to be inspired, motivated and humbled 

by their commitment to Yadu Health, our Staff, Funders and the People we 

serve.

Some of the key challenges and achievements over the previous financial 

year include:

• COVID-19 has continued to be an ever-present threat to our 

health and wellbeing. We have all had the experience of 

lockdowns and living under the Emergency Management 

legislation which imposed a range of restrictions that effected 

our work and family lives. Ceduna and surrounding areas 

experienced two major 

waves of COVID-19 outbreaks and we are currently experiencing a 

third, so far smaller wave. 

• None of us had any experience of living with, but also having to 

respond to, a pandemic. As we have seen many times when our 

community and families face a threat we band together and get 

on with the task of responding. Yadu Health played a major role 

in the collaboration that was developed to respond to COVID-19. 

Along with Ceduna Aboriginal Corporation, SA Health Remote 

Community Response Team, Eyre and Far North LHN, SAPOL and 

local service providers the Ceduna COVID-19 Response plan and 

the Remote Communities Response Plans for Scotdesco, Yalata 

and Oak Valley where implemented. 
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Chief Executive Officer, YHAC

Based at the airport Forward Command Centre Yadu Health provided critical 

local knowledge, information and cultural advice. The work conducted by 

all Yadu Staff was exemplary. The contact Tracing Team worked above and 

beyond and 12-hour days were part of their normal days’ work.

The West Coast COVID -19 response has been acknowledged as the “Gold 

Standard” on how to develop and implement a multi-agency emergency 

response.  The work reflected a true partnership across multiple agencies and 

communities in what was a complex planning and operational environment 

that required rapid and flexible responses.

Yadu Health demonstrated leadership, commitment and resilience and I 

sincerely thank all Yadu staff, it has been a privilege to have been CEO and

working with you during those uncertain times. However, COVID-19 has not 

gone away.  We need to be continually vigilant and prepared to respond to 

any escalating circumstances that might occur at any time. 

During the COVID-19 emergency YADU leased a mobile immunisation vehicle 

from Primary Health Network. This enabled us to go street by street and 

door by door to talk to families about immunisation and booster shots. I am 

pleased to announce that we have purchased a mobile immunisation vehicle 

which is currently being fitted out and will be ready for service in September/

October 2022.

We continue to work very closely with the Rural Doctors Workforce 

Agency.  Without their support we would not have the level  

“Yadu Health demonstrated leadership, commitment and 
resilience and I sincerely thank all Yadu staff, it has been 

a privilege to have been CEO and working with you during 
those uncertain times.”
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of visiting Specialists available to visit Ceduna, to work with our clients and our staff. 

Our relationship with the Fay Fuller Foundation (FFF) has continued and I can announce that the partnership has been extended for another 12 Months. There are now 

some exciting opportunities to increase the level of Philanthropic funding into South Australia. 

The ordeals and challenges that we face on a daily basis while operating from a substandard building were amplified during the height of the COVID-19 emergency 

response. The State Election and Federal Election provided a political platform for Yadu Heath to highlight the unacceptable working conditions. Yadu canvassed all 

political parties contesting the elections, this resulted in the South Australian Labor Party making an election promise of $2.5M as a contribution for a new building 

and the Federal Labor Party making and election commitment of $13.4M. Fortunately both party’s won their respective elections and we  have now secured the required 

funding to develop a purpose built facility on the existing site.

The new building will be operational in approximately 2 years. This will be a new chapter for Yadu Health and the community we serve. I am sure that you will be as 

excited as I am when we walk through the doors of a new “home” for Yadu Health.

In closing, I take this opportunity to publically acknowledge and thank the awesome staff of Yadu Health.  To the staff who were here from the very beginning and to 

those after that, and to those that recently left to pursue other opportunities.  Your contribution has not gone unrecognised and I wish you all the best in your future 

endeavours. 

I would also like to thank our community members that have contributed to make Yadu Health what it is today.  You have provided feedback that can only make us 

stronger, more focussed and help us to continue to improve and expand our services for the health and wellbeing of our many individuals, families and communities 

that continue to visit our services. 

I hope you enjoy reading the 2021/2022 Annual Report.  I would like to thank you for your continued support.

Zell Dodd

Chief  Executive Officer

Zell Dodd and Senator Marelle Smith Labor politicians with Yadu Health Representatives
in Ceduna
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Yadu Health Launch Yadu Health LaunchYadu Health Launch  

Mavis Miller and Vicki Coleman Launch  Ceremony Speech by
Leeroy Bilney 

Welcome to Country 

Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony Ribbon- Cutting Ceremony 
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Yadu Health Launch Yadu Health Launch 
Family Fun DayFamily Fun Day

Yadu Health Launch Yadu Health Launch 
Family Fun DayFamily Fun Day
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3 on 3 Basketball3 on 3 Basketball
CompetitionCompetition  CompetitionCompetition  

Boys Under 13’s Division

Girls Under 11’s Division

Leeroy  Awarding Players

Under 15’s Playing 

Under 17’s Playing

Boys Team Under 13’s Playing

Leeroy 
Congratulating Winner

Girls Team- Under 11’s

Boys Team Under 13’s Division
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Responsible for strategic HR planning, coordination, support and advice around all employment and Human Resource Management. This includes developing HR 

priority plans, performance management, implementing strategies to develop a positive culture, learning environment and staff retention; compliance around 

employment arrangements, documentation and record keeping; managing performance issues, grievances and workplace conflicts, advising managers and the 

Board of Directors on industrial relation matters, including Yadu Health’s Enterprise Agreements.

Yadu Health has a strong commitment to our employees and our workplace culture. Throughout the People and Culture function, we not only ensure we are 

maintaining legislative and quality standard compliance with our Human Resource Records, but also ensure we are supporting our staff as individuals to achieve the 

best outcome we can.

Areas we have been working on to improve over the last twelve months are: 

Continued to maximise the use of Employment Hero (HR platform) providing employees with online access and transparency with their personal and employment 

details and documents.

• Monitor and continue to be compliant in all employment records and practices.

• Continue to update and create an informative and active EAP platform for access to all employees.

• Providing managers with coaching and support to continuously improve their skills in leading and managing staff, in particularly dealing with issues, grievances 

and workplace disputes.

• Advising and providing support around a range of HR and Industrial Relation matters, including the closing of the Sobering Up Unit.

• Review and develop a plan around the future of the Enterprise Agreement

• Continue to review and update position descriptions, performance targets and goal alignment.

In early March 2020 the onset of the Covid-19 was announced as a global pandemic and significant effects have been felt across the business during the financial year 

2021/2022. This COVID-19 has continued to add significant pressure on already stretched teams. People are still emotionally affected by the pandemic, and we have 

continued to promote the employee assistance programs to assist with employee’s wellbeing.

Please note that the below data is a snapshot as at 07th June 2022

Head Count

Total headcount is 65 employees and 1 Independent Contractor

Employee Overview 

Human Resources Report  

People and Culture 
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Of the 65 employees 63% are Aboriginal and 37% are non-Aboriginal

FTE is 36.04 (excludes casuals due to casuals having no guaranteed hours)

33 Employees are on a Fixed Term Contract

23 Employees are on an Ongoing Contract

Turnover 

26 terminations in total, including 10 employees made redundant due to the close of the Sobering Up Unit. 

39% staff turnover 

63%

Aboriginal non-aboriginal 

37%
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Employment Status 

There are 47 full-time employees, 9 part-time and 9 casual employees

Gender Diversity

Yadu Health currently employs 41 females and 24 males

                                  

Age Diversity 

32% of the workforce are over the age of 50.

1616



2022/2023 HR Objectives 

In continuing with our approach to be a best practice organisation we are continuously planning for our future directions. Our plans for the 2022/2023 include:

• Re-negotiate the Enterprise Agreement

• Build a performance review process within Employment Hero (HR Platform) to streamline the process.

• Continue to review and update HR Policies

• Focus on and train managers to conduct probationary reviews, disciplinary discussions and providing constructive feedback to staff.

Recruitment and Retention

There were 5 recruitment campaigns undertaken within the period with 10 persons employed from these campaigns. 

Unsolicited Applicants:

Unsolicited applicants can be the main source of reference to fill casual vacancies at short notice.  Target is usually given to local Aboriginal potential candidates. 

Yadu Health has a steady stream of potential local applicants and all Managers are emailed applicants’ information.  

During this period 14 applicants have provided interest with a total of 2 being employed and considered. 

All applicant considered have undertaken a merit-based interview process to ensure the best applicants were selected. 

This process provides an opportunity for recruitment that is capacity based and a fair selection process. 

Industrial Relations

Yadu Health continues to reference the fair work SA website and information bulletins.  Use of the enquiry site to bring forward queries is used to aid in the provision 

of accurate information for employees and Managers.  A variety of information sheets have also been downloaded to assist in production of Yadu Health own ‘fact 

sheets’ currently under continued development.  Continuing to develop some Infographics that can support all Yadu Health staff in various industrial issues.  

Yadu Health continues to provide support to the employee unions through collaborative and positive discussions.    

Managers are provided with some relevant information from Workplace info, Health & Safety Bulletins , Workplace Bulletins and other email information during the 

period.  This information is evaluated by the People & Culture Coordinator for relevance for distribution.  

Employee Assistance Program/ Wellness Program

EAP - Employee Assistance Program: Yadu Health has an online platform by “LifeWorks by Morneau Shepell”.  Over half of the employees are registered with pending 

registration of the other half.  EAP information is a critical part of the induction process, and all staff are reminded of this service that is available to them, especially 

during the commencement of the Covid-19 pandemic.  This is an impressive tool available to all employees and their families.

Active participation in RU Ok day was distributed and a special get together to discuss passing of a work colleague.  

Other Activities to Report 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

Executive Assistant

Building Project 
Manager

Regional Clinical 
Support Coordinator

Executive Strategic 
Partnership Officer 

General Practitioner

PRACTICE MANAGER  

Clinic Coordinator Child Health  
Coordinator 

Practice Coordinator Chronic Disease 
Coordinator 

ITC Coordinator 

Practice Nurse 
(RN)

Clinical AHP- 
Female 

Clinical AHP
Male 

Outreach 
AHW x 2 

Child Health Nurse 
(RN)

Practice Support
Officer 

Chronic Disease 
AHW  

Child Health 
Workers x2

Senior Medical
 Receptionist

ITC Outreach
Worker  

Traineeship 
AHW

Traineeship 
AHW

Child Health
Transport Officer 

Medical
 Receptionist x2

Transport 
Officer 

Administration 
Support Officer 

OPERATIONS MANAGER 

HandyPerson 

 Residential Care Coordinator

Life Skills Assistant

Social Health Coordinator

Health Promotion Officer 

Corporate Coordinator 

Team Leader 

Seaview Care Worker x 8

Cleaner 

Community Home Support Care Worker
Male and Female

Community Activator  

ICT Officer Environmental Health Worker x2 

Community Connector 

Quality Improvement 
and Accreditation Officer 

Data Analysis and Reporting Officer 

Administration Officer - Assets

Administration Cleaner

Facilities and Manintenance
Officer 

Wellbeing Social Worker

Gambling Intervention Officer 

Aboriginal Health Worker/ Practitioner AHW - Aboriginal Health Worker
AHP  - Aboriginal Health Practitioner 
ICT    -Information Communications Technology 
RN     - Registered Nurse 
HR     - Human Resources 

HR Site Support & Training Officer

Aboriginal Disability Liason Officer 

Cook

Yadu Health Aboriginal Corporation 
Organisation Chart 
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This year, Yadu Health Aboriginal Corporation has continued its regional 

partnership with four other ACCHOs along the Eyre Peninsula and Far 

West Coast regions, including:

· Port Lincoln Aboriginal Health Service

· Tullawon Health Service

· Oak Valley Health Service

· Nunyara Aboriginal Health Service

The SAWCAN consortium work collaboratively to:

• build capacity within the region to achieve improved health and 

wellness outcomes for Aboriginal peoples

• demonstrate a strengths-based approach to achieving large-scale 

solutions

• share and co-operate with each other to utilise mutual skills, 

experience and specialist knowledge

• leverage opportunities by advocating as one voice

• become a central point of contact that provides advice and direction 

to external parties on issues affecting Aboriginal peoples in the 

region

• act as a point of truth-telling and a support to each other

In June 2022 SAWCAN were one of nine Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander-led organisations and initiatives from around the country who 

were shortlisted as finalists in the 2022 Indigenous Governance Awards. 

Whilst we didn’t win, SAWCAN were one of two initiatives who were given 

high commendations from the judging panel.

The Indigenous Governance Awards (IGAs) are co-hosted by Reconciliation 

Australia and the Australian Indigenous Governance Institute in 

partnership with BHP Billiton. The IGAs share and promote the success 

from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities and organisations 

around Australia.

SAWCAN were recognised for our culturally informed ways of working, driving 

positive and long-lasting change for our region.

“the fact that you have been able to, in such a short amount of time, change the 

way that governments themselves saw their program objectives and you were able 

to step into that space and not only speak to it but re-negotiate what that looked 

like for your mob, I think speaks volumes about the strength of your collaboration 

and the value that others see in it as well, including government.” - Romlie Mokak, 

Indigenous Governance Awards judging panel and Productivity Commissioner.

South Australian West Coast ACCHO 
Network (SAWCAN)

Indigenous Governance Awards

Indigenous Governance Awards Dinner, June 2022



Our services are delighted and so proud to be a part of this innovative way 

of working as a region. We are excited to see what the next year will bring!

Our regional project work

Aboriginal disAbility Alliance (AAA)

The AAA project has been running for the past 18 months and aims to 

increase access to culturally appropriate services for Aboriginal peoples 

living with a disability, their families, and carers. Through this project, we 

employ 6.0 FTE across the region, many of which are based in community 

to provide hands-on support to people living with a disability.

Our major achievements this year include:

• increased access to the NDIS to individuals and families across the 

region

• two of our services are now providing NDIS services to their 

communities; one of those health services was recently awarded 

their NDIS Registration certificate from the NDIS Quality and 

Safeguards Commission

• being invited to share our model and ways of working at a national 

NDIS Conference hosted by NACCHO in Darwin

• held a series of regional workshops for workforce to come together 

to learn and share from one another

• developing and delivering our own training packages around NDIS 

to our staff

Since late 2021 SA Health, under Closing the Gap, have been leading a 

state-based project which aims to review the health system to improve 

Aboriginal Maternal and Child Health through the development of 

continuity-of-care protocols. Over this period, each of our health services 

received two small buckets of funds which we have pooled to deliver two 

projects.

Project one (due to be completed by August 2022):

Engage a Project Consultant to:

• ·Map existing systems and processes that exist both internally 

(within each ACCHO) and externally (mainstream services)

• Identify system gaps and failures

• Provide recommendations for improvement

• Propose innovative models of care

• Deliver a final report and recommendations

Project two:

In late March 2022 we welcomed Mary-Anne Williams to the SAWCAN team 

in the position of Regional Clinical Projects Coordinator. Mary-Anne’s role 

is varied and will support our region in many ways with a particular focus 

on:

• Leading the Maternal and Child Health Project across the region

• Working with each of the ACCHOs to position the region in good 

stead to receive future Aboriginal Maternal and Child Health

This year we were successful in obtaining a grant from Wellbeing SA to run 

a series of COVID-19 Vaccination advertisements. In total, we developed 5 

advertisements in English and Pitjantjatjara focussing on:

• Childhood vaccinations

• Booster vaccinations

• The ‘My Why’ campaign which featured community members from 

across the region

Since January 2022 our advertisements have aired on our local TV 

networks approximately 13,000 times. With my ‘My Why’ campaign still 

airing, we envisage that this will increase to approximately 20,000 by the 

end of the campaign.

COVID-19 Vaccination uptake advertisements

Closing the Gap, Maternal and Child Health

2020



As the Aboriginal Organisation Partner, our ACCHOs will work with Aboriginal peoples aged 18 – 64 years to enhance their connections with communities, social 

networks, culture, and services critical to their social and emotional wellbeing. We will do this by employing local people in each of the ACCHOs to work with 

individuals to assess needs, create goals and provide support in the achievement of identified goals.

Over the coming months, we will work in partnership with the Department of Human Services and other Community Connections providers across the state to 

co-design, develop and deliver culturally responsive services to our communities.
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Community Connections

The Community Connections program aims to help Aboriginal Peoples living across the Eyre and Far West Coast region to access culturally appropriate supports to 

increase their independence and build stronger social and community connections. Working in partnership with the Department of Human Services, SAWCAN will play 

a key role in piloting the Community Connections program over the next 18 months. Post the pilot phase, SAWCAN is confident that the program will be extended on a 

long-term basis.

Community Connections program across Eyre and Far West Coast Region



For the reporting period financial year 2021-2022 the focus for Strategic 

Partnerships has been on two main themes:

• Further the aspirations of our strategic directions through securing 

funding for Yadu Health’s new building, and;

• Yadu Health’s partnership with the Fay Fuller Foundation.

As with all Yadu Health’s activities during 2021-22 COVID-19 significantly 

impacted on progressing our strategic partnership work in a timely manner. 

During the initial COVID-19 outbreak in Ceduna and surrounding areas, my role 

was re-purposed to establishing the Yadu Health COVID-19 contact tracing team 

and being present in the Department of Health’s State Control Centre West 

Coast Forward Command Centre.

The partnership between the various Government Departments, Yadu Health, 

Ceduna Aboriginal Council and numerous non-Government organisations 

developed creative solutions to complex cultural, Public Health and logistical 

problems, had been acknowledged as an outstanding example.

Yadu Health played a central role through our presence at the State Control 

Centre and the outstanding dedicated work of our contact tracing team. As an 

organisation we have demonstrated that when the situation requires a ‘rapid 

cohesive response’, we can deliver. We are proud of our contribution to helping 

our community through a very demanding and difficult time.

When the COVID-19 situation reduced in severity, we had the opportunity to 

re-engage in the main strategic directions.

Through continual lobbying with a range of stakeholders such as State and 

Federal Politicians as well as through the Corporate and Not for Profit sector, 

we raised the urgent need for a new building at the State and National level. 

The State election provided an ideal opportunity to lobby for funding and 

having the Federal election called at the same time as the State election was 

significant.

Following a visit to Ceduna by both Federal and State politicians, commitments 

were given that, if elected, the State would provide $2.5M for increased 

Allied Health and Dental services associated with a new building. The 

Federal Government promised $13.4M for construction of a new facility. We 

are currently negotiating funding agreements and progressing with the 

development of design concepts for a new building for Yadu Health and the 

communities we serve.

With Yadu Health’s continued partnership with the Fay Fuller Foundation 

we have been working with other Aboriginal Community Controlled Health 

Services in South Australia to establish better ways of possible granting 

practices and what would this look like. This involved working with:

•  Lottery West.

•  Paul Ramsey Trust.

• First Nations Philanthropic Granting.

To continue this important work, I am pleased to say that Yadu Health and the 

Fay Fuller Foundation have extended our partnership for a further 12 months.

Warren Miller
Executive Strategic Partnerships Officer

Executive Strategic Partnership
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There are now established regular monthly meetings with the state Minister for Health and the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs. This provides us with the opportunity 

to raise issues and follow through on progress.

During these meetings we have highlighted a range of topics such as:

• The Special Needs Unit at the Ceduna Area School.

• Funding for Environmental Health Workers.

• Continued increasing grant opportunities.

• Creating pathways for Doctors and Nurses in developing culturally safe practices, 

• Community Engagement

Kind Regards 

Warren Miller 

Executive Strategic Partnerships Officer 
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Warren Miller and Niall Fay
(Executive Strategic Partnerships Officer and CEO Fay Fuller Foundation) 



IT Service Management is responsible for the delivery and support of IT systems @ Yadu Health. These responsibilities start with consultation with Yadu stakeholders 
to conduct needs analysis, solution design and presentation, implementation and then on-going day to day support.

Together this past year, Yadu and New Future IT have been able to maintain a high amount of IT systems stability resulting in fewer incidents and less downtime for 
Yadu staff. This has been particularly challenging due to the multitude and variety of impacts due to Covid-19 and in particular emergency lock downs in Ceduna.

This year has also seen the development of a roadmap for the improvement of internet and phone systems across all Yadu locations. These improvements will bring a 
high degree of communication technology to Yadu with capabilities such as apps on mobile phones that connect the phone to the Yadu office phone system allowing 
staff to be connected to the office while working remotely. In partnership with Ownership & Vocus we have been able to design and recommend a faster internet 
connection for Yadu offices which will have an immediate positive impact for staff and Yadu operations.

After 2 semesters of challenges due to the course delivery we ceased the Cert 3 in IT from TafeSA for Jerome and enrolled him in the Google ICT Support Professional 
certificate course. The positive feedback we received from Jerome encouraged us to move all of our trainees from Tafe accredited training to the Google Curriculum. 
The Google curriculum is not an SA or NT accredited course so there isn’t a Government subsidy however, we believe the investment we make in the Google course will 
be rewarding. Both the course material and delivery are more relevant for young people studying to commence a role in IT support. They will finish this course better 
prepared.

Future Directions 

The IT roadmap for the coming 12 months is the implementation of the new comms solutions including the new phone system and the internet connection upgrades. 
The internet connection upgrade is the foundation required for us to build a plan for the future migration from the current Telstra data centre to the Microsoft Azure 
(cloud) platform. The drivers for this migration is to leverage the latest technology for Yadu’s benefit including such capabilities as:

1. Eliminating the requirement of Remote desktop connections to servers
2. A single login that provides highly secure access to the computer, Communicare, email and files from all devices including mobile
3. Improved Redundancy as Microsoft provide a 99.99% up time
4. Access to the latest Microsoft programs like Office and Outlook for all staff on all devices including mobile and web
5. Elimination of VPN so staff will no longer have to use VPN software when working remotely

In relation to training, our goal is for Jerome to complete the Google ICT Support Professional certificate and then be engaged more with the New Future IT helpdesk 
to coordinate and provide “hands – on” IT support for Yadu. This will improve the delivery of support to Yadu staff as well as continue a career pathway for Jerome.

Thank You 

Jesse Leal, Director 
New Future IT

Highlights and Achievements 

New Future IT TeamNew Future IT Team
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Clinic Report  

Roxanne Sambo 
Acting Practice Manager 

The Practice team aims to provide comprehensive clinical and primary health 

care services through a holistic approach to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander community. Yadu Health strives to offer flexible and responsive services 

that are tailored to the needs of our local communities with an extensive 

understanding of the position and role we play in supporting our community 

people to live better lives. Our staff have a greater understanding and 

awareness through their training and their scope of practice, of the importance 

of working towards closing the gap between our Mob and the non-Indigenous 

people. Our staff sustain a wider knowledge of the health burden and disparities 

that our Mob live with. Through continuous education and awareness the Yadu 

Health staff take ownership of this to translate this knowledge.

Clinic

• Triage, assess and refer clients to Doctor and/or appropriate health 

providers

• Walk-In clinical services.

• Outreach to Koonibba and Scotdesco.

• Home visits and clinical care and support to Kuhlmann residents

• 715 Health checks, follow ups, and re-calls including referrals.

• Medicare claims

• Medications support and advice

• Clinic RN’s providing support to Seaview Village residents

• Transport - Appointment pick/drop off for local clients.

• Liaise and arrange Specialist appointments here at Yadu

• Liaise and arrange client Specialist appointments and transport in either 

Adelaide, Port Lincoln, Port Augusta, and Whyalla

• Coordinating various Specialist visits

Child Health Team 

The objective of the Program is the integration of early childhood, maternal and 

child health, and family support services within school settings in Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander communities so that children are healthy and well 

prepared for school. In November 2021 the Child Health Team has been very 

busy running child health checks throughout Ceduna, Koonibba and Scotdesco 

communities, and have been working in collaboration with Ngura Yadurirn has 

proved to be a good partnership. Face painting, a jumping castle, baby corner 

and other activities for the toddlers were highlights of the day. The feedback 

gained from parents and family members was positive. We hope to run more 

events like these with Ngura Yadurirn in the future. Other popular events were 

the child health check events inclusive of a Colour Run event in collaboration 

with AHCSA and The Christmas Drive.

COVID-19 has had an impact on our work, so we’ve had to look at other ways 

to engage. In April this year we co-hosted with Ceduna Aboriginal Corporation 

Autism Awareness Day. We continue to work closely with the AMIC program at 

the Ceduna District Health Service. Some further programs and events to look 

forward to are continued Women’s Health events, Little Beginnings Events, 

more School’s Health screening, Education sessions, Baby massage groups and 

basic First Aid for families.



The expected outcomes of the Program are improved health outcomes and the 

achievement of developmental milestones by children in the funded school 

communities, so they are ready to start school and thrive.

Chronic Disease Management Team 

This program aims to complement other chronic disease service within the 

region and works in collaboration with the Integrated Team Care (ITC). Our 

focus on health promotion, prevention, early identification, and treatment; 

and chronic condition (self) management. Some of the targeted health and 

lifestyle conditions that are a priority within the Chronic Disease Management 

(CDM) team are condition management and care, managing risk factors such 

as smoking, nutrition, alcohol, and physical activity. Health education and 

prevention plays a huge role in supporting client’s towards independence 

and informed decision making along with ownership and self-management 

of their health. Our CDM staff deliver this message constantly throughout 

their practice. CDM staff are responsible for supporting the Specialist 

visits and coordinating client follow up and re-calls through daily access to 

Communicare.

ITC Team 

This program aims to improve health outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander people with chronic health conditions through better access 

to a coordinated and multidisciplinary care: and in closing the gap in life 

expectancy through improved access to culturally appropriate mainstream 

primary care services for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. The ITC 

team continued to provide their services to clients around COVID-19. The ITC 

program offers complete support with Specialist appointment costs. Getting 

to and from Specialist and Allied Health appointment associated with their 

chronic condition inclusive of accommodation, travel, and medical aids. The 

ITC team clients were part of a sleep study including diagnostic respiratory 

testing, CPAP trials and purchasing and funding prescription glasses for ITC 

clients.

One of the highlights for the ITC team is the Cancer Journey of Uncle Adrian 

Ware. He was invited as a keynote speaker at the National Conference of the 

Australian Society of Otolaryngology, (Head and Neck Surgery) held at the 

Adelaide Convention Centre on Friday 10th June 2022. Uncle Adrian spoke 

about his journey and struggles and the impact it had on his life at the time. 

He sincerely spoke about his wife and her undivided support throughout his 

Cancer journey. He spoke very highly about the support from Yadu Health’s ITC 

team and Coordinator Jodie Milne and the Primary Health Network who 

fund the ITC program. Uncle Adrian’s speech really inspired the first 

Aboriginal Ears, Nose and Throat surgeon (ENT)  Dr. Kelvin Kong.

   Uncle Adrian’s story has been filmed by the PHN and will be  

       showcased on the PHN network and Yadu’s website. It is 

          also envisaged that his story will be broadcasted on NITV 

      and on ABC’s Australian Story. Uncle Adrian’s journey is so 

inspiring with a message to share to the whole community

   “Be responsible for your own health, come into Yadu Health and 

 have your annual health check”.

Uncle Adrian Ware’s Story and his presentation at the National 

Conference of the Australian Society of Otolaryngology, (Head and 

Neck Surgery) held at the Adelaide Convention Centre on Friday 10th 

June 2022.

Future Directions 

In line with YHAC Strategic Vision we aim to:

      STRATEGIC DIRECTION 1 - Create One Organisation overall with staff 

           through the work that we do within the Organisation and reflect 

                     this approach externally within community.  

Photo (Left to Right): Adrian Ware, Jodie Milne and 
                 Tracey  Nicholls
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Build staff knowledge and confidence regarding the Organisation Mission statement, structure, policies, and procedures; and with greater understanding and 

awareness across all areas with the mindset of working collaboratively within YHAC and externally.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 2 - Improve Our Service Delivery, Efficiency and Management; respond to client health needs and care in a timely manner, conduct our business 

in a professional manner with efficacy. Be reflective of our practices and continuously strive for improvement. Continuously strive for improved service delivery, best 

practice approach, reflective practices and responsive to the client’s and communities needs and aspirations for better health outcomes.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 3 – Improve the Infrastructure and Facilities Be mindful that what we have now is temporary but continue to maintain the best level of service 

to our client’s and community. We are fully aware that what we have now is temporary and are working towards improving upon our practices and service delivery to be 

better aligned strategically and professionally within the new build.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION 4 – Bring Our Aspirations to Life.

The Board and staff are committed to being an organisation that takes action. This plan will form the basis of what we do and not be placed on a shelf as a completed 

but not relevant document. We will monitor our progress and report regularly to the community. Elevate our service towards a service of choice who delivers culturally 

respectful primary health care services to the Aboriginal community and inclusive of the non-Aboriginal community. Be accountable to ourselves, our corporation, the 

Board and importantly the Community.

Training and conferences attended 

Several staff regularly attend training with AHCSA they are Alkira Saunders, Irene Smith and Anthony Stengle from the clinic area. A new staff member onboard with 

Yadu Health is Wilfred Edwards who will be enrolling with AHCSA to complete his Aboriginal Health Worker training and Leearnah Branson.

Reuel Mundy is completing her Leadership and Management training.

Jodie Milne and Sonya Taylor attended the PHN Integrated Team Care Forum in Adelaide in late June 2022. Good news that Jodie Milne has finally completed her 

Certificate IV in Aboriginal Primary Health Care – Practice. Congratulations Jodie!

The Acting Practice Manager in line with the Coordinators is continuously looking at 

Professional development and training opportunities specific to each staff member and in line with

 their program delivery and clinical practices. We aim to build a cohesive, productive, and

 outcome-based approach throughout the clinic and embed in our everyday practices respect, 

understanding with positive work ethics and relationships.

Through the South Australian West Coast Aboriginal Network (SAWCAN) we have had 

the support from Mary-Anne Williams who at times spends a week here in the clinic 

providing clinical training support to staff members who are in training with AHCSA. 

This includes, Infection Control and PPE training, Immunisation and wherever there is

an opportunity to support in the clinic. Mary-Anne brings with her many years’ experience as an RN and is very familiar with staff here due to her time working within 

AHCSA and formed many friendships over the years. Mary-Anne recently completed her Remote Area Nurses Training in Alice Springs NT in June.

Congratulations Mary-Anne, we are grateful for your support.

   CONGRATULATIONS JODIE



Clinic Team Coordinator

We have had COVID-19 hit our town and community and this has played on all of us with face to face contact at our clinic, that stopped doing programs around the 

community.  We have had staff catch this horrible disease, and could not do a lot of clinic day to day things. During COVID-19 ATSI staff over 50’s were sent home in 

late March 2021.

Highlights and Achievements 

We have had the PHN (van) at our Clinic for about 3 to 4 months that the COVID – 19 vaccinations in our community . We have also run STI screens with AHCSA. There 

was a good uptake as there were prizes to be won.  We have had the Medical Rescue Team at Yadu to assist with the COVID-19 vaccinations. 

Our Yadu Health day was a success, we have held events for 4 days, being family day on the front foreshore, basketball 3 on 3 challenge at the Ceduna school gym. 

Above Pictures: Mary-Anne providing Infection Control and PPE training to staff.

We were also very fortunate to have Christine Bowden (Fraser) spend a week with us in late May. Christine has extensive years’ experience as an RN and many years 

working at AHCSA as the Senior Clinical Educator. She has supported Yadu Health clinic staff with training around health care plans, 715 health checks, understanding 

how to itemise health checks/plans for Medicare claims and any other area of Clinical practice. Staff were keen to individually work with Christine. We hope to see her 

back with us soon.

We look forward to the coming year ahead.

Geraldine Ware 
Program Summary
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These events were very successful and we look forward to holding other 

events in the future. 

Future Directions 

Looking forward to our new Yadu health building, so that we can be proud 

of, and work in, a safe environment.

Program Summary

The Practice team provides excellent customer service to our clients, as 

well as to our work colleagues to create a positive environment at Yadu 

Health.

Highlights and Achievements

COVID-19 has continued to impact the staff in the Practice team as we 

have had to negotiate the ever changing rules around it. We thank our 

clients for being patient with our staff as we work our way through it. 

Thankfully, in the later half of the year with the restrictions easing, things 

have mostly returned to normal.

The highlight for the 2021/2022 financial year was the Launch week we 

held in July 2021, to introduce our new name and logo to the community. 

This involved extensive organising to provide the community members a 

week full of activities for the whole family to enjoy. I was really proud of 

my teams’ efforts in these events.

We also have 2 reception staff who have started their Certificate III in 

Aboriginal and Torre Straight Islander Healthcare.

Practice Coordinator

Future Directions 

The Practice team will strive to continually improve our practices to 

better serve our clients. We are always evaluating the way we conduct our 

business to make the service to our clients a positive experience.

Training and Conferences Attended 

Irene Smith- Certificate III in Aboriginal and Torre Straight Islander 

Healthcare

Alkira Saunders- Certificate III in Aboriginal and Torre Straight Islander 

Healthcare

Program Summary

Within the Child Health Team, we would like to offer more of an outreach 

service to engage with our community, and the surrounding communities, 

to have a better family approach within our service. We would also like 

to work closely with the AMIC Program to offer better supports to new 

parents who use that Service. The Team would like to work closely with the 

other programs at Yadu as majority of our clients would benefit from using 

the service as a holistic approach which would be beneficial to our clients.

Highlights and Achievements

The new name of Yadu Health Aboriginal Corporation was launched.

During the name change the Corporation held a launch week in July 

2021, which was successful. During the launch the Corporation hosted the 

following events: Men’s Health night, Community Fun Day, Children’s 3 

on3 Basketball, Elder’s Luncheon & Women’s Health night.

Child Health Team

Shosharna Diment  

Reuel Mundy, Ishmaela Champion, Health Abinett 
Child Health Coordinator,  Child Health - Aboriginal Health Worker and   

Child Health Nurse (RN) 
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Due to COVID-19 restrictions we had to postpone the Women’s Health 

night until October 2021. There were over 150+ women who attended the 

Women’s Health night from within the community and surrounding areas. 

During the event a Yadu Health spokesperson informed the ladies what 

services we have to offer and how we can best assist the community. We 

also had two female GP’s who spoke and brought attention to details for 

basic women’s health issues. In November 2021 the Child Health team 

held an event for 0-4year old children at the Koonibba Sporting Complex. 

We had named the event ‘Little Beginnings’ as this is the beginning of 

our next generation and how we can encourage our parents to attend 

playgroup for early year’s education. During the event we worked 

collaboratively with Ngura Yadurirn Children and Family Centre. There was 

a local Aboriginal face painter, jumping castles, a baby corner and other 

activities for the toddlers.

The parents/families and children enjoyed the event and we received 

positive feedback. We hope to host this event more regularly.

In December 2021 the Child Health Team held two events, the Yadu 

Colour Fun Run and a Christmas drive. The Colour Fun run was held in 

collaboration with AHCSA. During this event we had brought Scott Easton 

up from Port Lincoln who owns the Xtreme Kit & Paddle. He brought up a 

range of outdoor activities that engaged with children between the ages 

of 5-17yrs. For the Colour Run the Parents and family members to spray 

colour powder over the children as they enjoyed the run. The colour fun 

run was a successful event.

The Christmas drive saw Santa in a vehicle with the Child Health Team 

(CHT). We drove around the community and surrounding homelands to 

drop off small gifts to children.

Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, we had to postpone events we had 

planned for the new year, as well as our annual School screenings, Ear and 

Eye Checks.

It wasn’t until April 2022 that we could hold an event for the new year. 

We worked in collaboration with Ceduna Aboriginal Corporation (CAC) to 

host an Autism awareness day. The event was based on Bubbles. We had a 

bubble machine and other fun activities for children with a disability.

In the first three months of 2022 the CHT assisted in delivering COVID-19 

care packages to support families in need. During this period, we also 

adapted our approach to the annual health checks to include phone 

calls, being with our clients no longer than 15 minutes and wearing the 

appropriate PPE. We also utilised telehealth to network, case manage and 

liaise with other service providers.

CHT held a Planning day where we sat down as a team and focused on our 

KPI’s and how we can improve our service within the community. We are 

now planning on moving forward and having more events and programs 

within the community.

We have a new female GP, Dr Meredith Frearson, who comes to Yadu 

every second month for two weeks. On those visits we attend Scotdesco & 

Koonibba every Wednesday alternately. During these visits the ladies can 

discuss any woman’s health matters or concerns they have.

The Child Health Team have been working closely with the Aboriginal 

Maternal Infant Care (AMIC) program. We are looking at having a 

wellbeing day with AMIC clients and developing how we can improve 

better antenatal care for our clients.

The Child Health Team are working with the early years services in Ceduna 

to provide support for pop up playgroups. We will be attending the Ngura 

Yadurirn Mum’s & Bub’s playgroup to inform their clients what services we 

provide and how we can assist the community.

Future Directions 

The Child Health Team are focusing on planning more Community Events 

for our targeted age range. This will entail more Community Events such 

as:

• Women’s Health Event

• Little Beginnings Event’s

• School Screenings
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• Education Sessions

• Baby Massage Group

• Community Events

• Basic first Aid for Families

Our future goals are to meet our KPI’s within the service with our Health 

Checks, Trachoma, Ear Health, Immunisations, Women’s Health Checks, 

Follow up’s and Recall system. Within working towards our goal, we are 

trying to hold a Community Event each Month with Education Sessions 

to engage with our Families in Ceduna and the Surrounding Areas. The 

Child Health Team would like to have more Team Members to run more 

programs and education sessions.

Training and Conferences Attended  

• Ear Health Workshop

• Foetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder Workshop

• Domestic Violence and Drug and Alcohol

• First Aid & CPR

• Donning & Doffing

• Indigenous Leadership & Management

Chronic Disease Management Team

With this change in staff, and the impact of COVID-19, our team has not 

run any major events. COVID-19 saw the shut-down of the Yadu health 

service at the start of the year for a week during the months of January to 

March we were juggling staff working from home and having restrictions 

on clients who could enter the Clinic.

The three workers within our team have all been impacted with COVID-19 

and having to isolate for a week or two. COVID-19 has also impacted being 

able to set up events due to the unpredictable nature of lock downs and 

restrictions.

Anthony and Amelia helped the clinic staff pack and deliver care packages 

for our clients who were isolating due to COVID-19. The care packages 

consisted of food hampers, from the Food Hub, and cleaning packages put 

together by Yadu. I was involved in helping SA Health at the Ceduna 

COVID-19 swab clinic once a week for the first few months. This swab 

clinic was set up due to them being short staffed and as part of Yadu’s 

contribution to the community during the hard times of the pandemic.

We have collaborated with Amy Faklis, at the Yadu Gym, to run fitness 

sessions for the Koonibba Netball club to promote healthy lifestyle 

choices. This also helps prevent chronic diseases such as diabetes and 

cardiovascular disease. Amy works with mainly younger girls each Tuesday 

afternoon at four pm. The Chronic Disease team supply fruit and healthy 

chips for the gym clients as a snack post workout. This program has gained 

an attendance of at least five people per session with some attendances 

of fourteen clients. Amelia has been very active with supporting Amy and 

encouraging the girls to participate.

The team before our current workers had attended the community event 

last July to launch the Yadu Health Aboriginal Corporation name where 

they performed blood pressure testing and handed out resources to the 

community.

Currently the team consists of Anthony and I. Anthony is a trainee Male 

Aboriginal Health Worker (Certificate 3). Anthony has been attending 

placement training blocks in Adelaide.

Program Summary

Chronic Disease Management team aims to manage client’s health care 

checks and plans for those living with more than three Chronic Diseases. 

We intend to promote and educate, not only the client, but the wider 

community about chronic diseases and their prevention.

Highlights and Achievements

This year has seen a number of staff changes to the Chronic Disease 

Management team including those of Co-ordinators.

Sarah Furnell and Anthony Stengle
Chronic Disease Coordinator and Traineeship Aboriginal Health Worker
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Integrated Team Care (ITC)

teleconferences. As Covid impacted Ceduna earlier this year Yadu Health 

produced a team to help SA Health with COVID-19 Tracing.

As we move forward and learn to live with COVID-19 we can move around 

more freely, and attend appointments and can host more community 

events.

The ITC Program helps clients understanding and self-manage their 

chronic disease and assisting with their health care needs. We can assess 

client needs with a Doctor and book appointments, as required, with other 

services. We also attend GP and Specialist appointments with the clients to 

advocate in understanding their cultural and personal needs.

The ITC Program offers complete support with appointment costs, such 

as accommodation, travel and medical aids. The ITC Program assists with 

client transport and advocacy with other health facilities.

We encourage community members to book in for their health checks. The 

is important as it may detect what may be going on in your body. This can 

prevent further damage by you understanding about your chronic disease 

and better managing it.

We have also helped clients with:

• Sleep study including diagnostic respiratory testing, CPAP trials and 

purchasing CPAP machines

• Funding Prescription glasses if needed for chronic disease clients

• Annual Diabetes Eye examinations

Training and Conferences Attended  

• ITC Forum

• CPR

• Respiratory management

• Quit smoking

He will move in to more clinical roles after his last placement. Anthony has 

come back with lots of confidence and demonstrates that he is eager to 

start performing health checks.

Amelia, our Co-ordinator, is currently on six months leave and training to 

dialyse patients at the hospital which is great for Yadu and the dialysing 

community.

I have been busy relieving the Duty Officer role when needed, mostly on 

Thursdays. Min continues with the COVID-19 Pfizer and Flu vaccination 

clinics. I provide outreach, with Anthony, Lincoln and Con’s assistance, to a 

few community members.

We also currently looking after the Specialists Clinics of the Optometrist, 

Ophthalmologist and one of the Endocrinologists.

During my 7 months here I have also been able to complete the 

immunisation course and am steadily learning from Heather.

Training and Conferences Attended 

Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, a planned three day conference that we 

were going to attend was cancelled. Anthony attends his trainee blocks 

and I have completed immunisation training this year.

Program Summary

The ITC program has worked around the impacts of COVID-19 through 

the last year. This has challenged us with appointments, which we had to 

reschudule or utilise teleconferences. 

Jodie Milne, Randy Gray and Sonya Taylor
ITC Coordinator, Traineeship Aboriginal Health Worker and Outreach 
Worker
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Highlights and Achievements

The highlight of the year was the cancer journey of Uncle Adrian Ware. Adrian was invited to be a keynote speaker at the National Conference of the Australian 

Society of Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery at Adelaide Convention on the 10/6/2022. He was invited by Tracey Nicholls who is the ENT Nurse practitioner at 

Flinders Medical Centre. Uncle Adrian talked about his cancer journey and the impact it had on him. He spoke highly of the support from Yadu health Aboriginal 

Corporation and the Primary Health network (PHN) who funds the ITC program. The first Aboriginal Ears Nose and Throat (ENT) surgeon, Dr Kelvin Kong, twitted this 

that the interview by Tracey Nicholls with Adrian Ware was an inspiration.

Uncle Adrian’s story has been filmed by the Primary Health Networks (PHN) and will be showcased on the PHN and Yadu Health website. We are also hoping to 

broadcast further to NITV and Australian story. This good news story about our people surviving cancer is rare and this shows that having good support and ongoing 

care it makes a difference in our community.
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          Adrian Ware sharing his story supported by Jodie Milne        Adrian Ware sharing his story supported by Jodie Milne
at Adelaide Convention Centreat Adelaide Convention Centre

                
The Australian Society of Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery (ASOHNS)The Australian Society of Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery (ASOHNS)

 72nd Annual Scientific Meeting 72nd Annual Scientific Meeting



Clinic Staff Biographies

Shosharna Diment

Position: Clinic Coordinator

Length of time at YHAC: 10 Years- nearly 11

Previous Work Experience: I previously worked as a Financial Counsellor for Families SA and for Lifeline in Ipswich, QLD

Areas of Expertise: My area of expertise is in Medicare Billing.

Personal Information

I have lived in Ceduna for the majority of my life. After finishing school I moved to Adelaide and went to uni where I completed an Applied Science Degree in 

Environmental Management. After I completed uni I moved back to Ceduna which is when I started working for Families SA and a few years after that moved to 

Brisbane, with my partner, where we lived for 2 years before moving home again when we started a family.

I have 4 children. We love going to the beach, camping, playing board games and spending time with family.
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Heather Abinett 

Position: Registered Nurse, Child Health Team

Length of time at YHAC: 4.5yrs

Previous Work Experience: Registered Nurse in hospital settings. My first time 

working in an Aboriginal Health Service.

Areas of Expertise: I  graduated as a Registered Nurse in 1982

I love the variety of work, and the people I work with at Yadu. I have a deep 

interest in children being the best person they want to be, healthy families and 

healthy children.

My Role in Yadu Health is being part of the Child Health Team, where I provide 

health checks and immunisations and work with the Team to provide the best 

outcomes.

Personal information:I was born in Alice Springs, I have 3 children and 5 granddaughters. I love gardening and knitting.

Heather and the Child Health Team 
at the Little Beginnings Event 

Clinic Staff Biographies (continued)

Heather at the Women’s Health Night 
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Snapshot of Health Statistics 
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Clients- BY AGE

17491749 17091709

Clients- BY ETHNICITY

•  ABORIGINAL 45.7%
•  NON-ABORIGINAL 52.3%
•  NOT RECORDED 2.0%

 Episodes of care 
provided to regular clients in 

2021/22

 Percentage of care provided to
ABORIGINAL

Male and Female Clients

 TOTAL MALE: 1709 TOTAL FEMALE: 1749



Snapshot of Health Events

Little Beginnings

 Hand Printing 

Face Painting 

Jumping Castles

Community Members

Children Having Fun

Happy, Happy and Happy!
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Women’s Health Women’s Health 
NightNight  

Community Members Community Members 
listening to Guest Speakerslistening to Guest Speakers

Community Members Community Members 
getting Pampered getting Pampered 

Zell Dodd at the Women’s Zell Dodd at the Women’s 
Health Night Health Night 

Women’s Health Night VenueWomen’s Health Night Venue

Dr Meridith Frearson Dr Meridith Frearson 
and Dr Cathy Love and Dr Cathy Love 

NDIS Information Session  NDIS Information Session  
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Healthy Eating and Healthy Eating and 
Exercise DiscussionExercise Discussion

Sexual Health Sexual Health 
Information Sharing  Information Sharing  

Dinner Time  Dinner Time  

Raffle Drawing Raffle Drawing 

Q & A Time Q & A Time 

Engagement Time Engagement Time 



Dart & Pool Tournament  

Men’s Health NightMen’s Health Night  

Yadu Health SEWB Team

Darts Tournament
Group Photo

Footy Match

Health Checks 

Hair Cuts 

Engaging Time

Health ChecksPool Tournament 

Health Checks Health Checks Health Checks 

Community 
Members listening 

to Infomation 
Session 
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Community Information Community Information 
Session about Session about 
COVID-19 COVID-19 

Robert Larking yarning about 
the COVID-19 vaccine
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Operations Manager Report  

Simone  Miller  
Acting Operations Manager 

The Operations Managers team is made up of the following:

• National Disability Insurance team - assist anyone living with a disability 

to access the support they need to be able to live independently in 

community.

• Community Home Support Program - assist our elders to live as long as 

they can independently in their own homes.

• Environmental Health Team - assist clients with education around pest 

control, dog/cat desexing program, waste management, dust control 

and water testing.

• Social Emotional Wellbeing Team - assist with Psychology/Psychiatry 

clinic, Traditional Healing clinics, advocating and liaison, external and 

internal referrals, counselling, AOD support, Mental Health support 

and working closely with other organisations for clients to get the best 

outcome for individuals and their journey.

• Seaview Village - is a supported accommodation for Elders needing that 

extra support.

• Gym Program - located at the Aboriginal Sporting complex.

• Sobering Up Unit - On December the 20th 2021 the Sobering Up Unit was 

taken over by Yalata Anangu Community Council.

• Corporate Services Team is made up of the Data Analysis and Reporting 

Officer, Training Officer, Health Promotions Officer, Facilities and 

Maintenance Officer, Quality Improvement and Accreditation Officer, 

Administration Officer-Assets and ICT Officer.

Overall, the Operational team currently have 25 staff members which work 

in a wide range of areas from HR and Training to Environmental health and 

Age Care. These teams are an integral part in the service delivery to the 

community which sometimes go unnoticed.

COVID-19 hit our communities hard, most of our mob got flown out to 

Adelaide and were placed in hotel quarantine for 2 weeks which put a lot 

of stress on individuals and family. A quarantine facility was put in place at 

the Emu Farm which helped ease the pressure of having to relocate to the 

city to receive support while in isolation. Clients were able to interact with 

each other and cook bush tucker onsite which helped take away the stress 

most people were feeling due to being infected with COVID-19. Yadu Health 

Aboriginal Corporation delivered a big Community Information day around 

COVID-19 and the vaccines; this was held on October the 11th 2021.

Events to highlight this financial year are as followed:

• Roo Tail Cook up Day at Seaview Village held in May 2022

• Elders Christmas Lunch held in December 2021

• Community Wellbeing Day held in July 2021

• Men’s Health Night held in July 2021

• Women’s Health Night held in November 2021

• ACAT information day held in conjunction with Kevin Kropinyeri in May 

2022

Highlights and Achievements

A big achievement would be adapting to a whole new way of working due to 

COVID. All teams managed to stay in contact with clients by phone. 
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They assisted with contact tracing, welfare checks, sanitary packs, food 

packages and the delivery of pamper packs and toys to the emu farm in 

partnership with Treasure Boxes and Fay Fuller.

• A few highlights for the year include:

• Family Fun Day 

• Christmas dinner awards night 

• Winning National Safe Work Award for the month of October

• Gym fitted out with new equipment.

Another highlight was employing a student after completing her placement

Future Directions

A new building for teams to be able to deliver quality services to our 

community. The Teams are also very excited to start delivering workshops 

again in community.

Social Emotional Wellbeing Team Hope to continue implementing Client 

Case Management Meetings plans/pathways to ensure client’s needs are 

being met.

All teams are currently planning workshops to deliver to community.

Training and Conferences Attended

PEPA Training in Palliative Care held on the 15th of June 2022 all Programs 

Team attended.

Aboriginal Mental Health First Aide training 28th, 29th, 30th and the 1st of 

June/July all Program Team staff attended these trainings.

Indigenous Health Care Engagement & Career Development masterclass 

attended 28th, 29th, 30th and 1st of June/July.

SAWCAN 2-day workshop which was held on the 11th and 12th of May

NDIS Yarning Circle 6th to the 10th of June attended by NDIS Community 

Activator.

Program Summary 

The SEWB team support individuals and families in the community across 

interrelated areas of health and wellbeing, with the aim of ensuring they receive 

care coordination and support that is tailored to both their individual need and 

the needs of the community.

With the guidance and support of Social Health Coordinator and Social Worker/ 

Narrative Therapist Simone Miller, the team for 2021/22 included Bobby-Ray Milne 

- Aboriginal Health Practitioner who specialised in integrating Mental Health Care 

into the primary health care approach. This important work included exploring 

and refining processes to improve the client journey through the multiple 

domains of primary health care. Ashley Milera - Gambling Intervention Officer 

has extensive community knowledge and lived experiences of gambling which 

he utilised to promote safe gambling across our community. Ashley undertook 

regular visits to licensed gaming venues, with updated pamphlets and details of 

himself and his position for clients who may think they need support with their 

gambling issues. Chloe Green - Social Worker assisted with care coordination and 

client advocacy.

Highlights and Achievements 

• The team has secured a child psychologist, Dr Emma Hanieh for monthly 

outreach visits commencing in the second half of 2022. Dr Hanieh is a 

Principal Clinical Psychologist who has a particular interest in:

* Child and Adolescent Mental Health

* School stress and school refusal

* Antenatal and Postnatal mental health

* Aboriginal Mental health

• Acquired training resources to support SEWB staff in identifying, 

understanding, and responding to Foetal Alcohol Syndrome Disorder (FASD).

• Established a consistent client schedule for visiting psychologist Fiona Kelly 

which has fostered an important continuity of therapeutic care for clients.

• Consistent outreach from psychiatrist Doctor Ken Fielke has meant that 

clients continue to have pathways to access specialist mental health care 

when required.

Social and Emotional Wellbeing Team  
Ashley Milera, Bobby-Ray Milne, Chloe Green, and 

Simone Miller 
Gablimg Intervention Officer, Aboriginal Health Practitioner, Social worker, 

Social Coordinator and Narrative Therapist 
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With COVID-19 restrictions easing, it has been exciting to return to 

delivering regular Ngangkari Clinics with Traditional Healer, Ms Debbie 

Watson.

Exciting News – Watch this Space

Gambling Intervention Officer Ashley Milera was able to start the beginning 

of his story in Adelaide, where he met with the filming crew (Blue Goanna) 

alongside Sue Bertossa from the Flinders Wellbeing Service. In this time, the 

crew also created the sequel Archie & Doreen, video clip part 2. A big thank 

you to Cyril and Jodie the 2 yadu main actors for making this happen.

The final video will be used in ongoing workshops with community members 

to give an idea of the effects that gambling can have within a relationship. 

Ashley has been able to develop this story through his lived experiences as a 

Gambler and how it has affected his life and family.

Achievement

Securing Aboriginal Mental Health First Aid Training for the whole 

organisation and community members.

Future Directions 

We will strive to enhance the way we work and continue to fine tune our 

processes relating to case planning and Mental Health Care care for clients, 

so that there is a greater client centred approaches to identifying and 

achieving goals across their therapeutic journey.

Our plan is to deliver more workshops with community members, with the 

goal of eventually delivering peer led programs.

Our dreams are to explore opportunities for social enterprises that would 

address the needs of the community, as identified and defined by the 

community. This would also provide opportunities for client employment 

and training.

Training and conferences attended 

We attended and completed First Aid Training in May 2022. We are 

scheduled to complete the Aboriginal Mental Health First Aid Training 

in June 2022, and we participated in the Program of Experience in the 

Palliative Approach (PEPA) training.

Program Summary

The Community Home Support Program (CHSP) provides funding for a broad 

range of entry-level support services to Aboriginal people living in our 

community. To be eligible to receive supports from CHSP program people must 

be 50 years of age or older who experience functional limitations (including 

cognitive) and are on a low income (ie. Centrelink).

We provide supports such as

• Transport

• Medication drop offs

• Support with shopping

• Assist with personal care

• Minor home modifications

• Minor home maintenance

• Domestic assistance

• Minor goods/equipment and assistive technology

• Social support (individual or groups)

Highlights and Achievements 

This year has been difficult for all our workforce and community members due 

to the COVID-19 pandemic. The team continued to work hard whilst keeping our 

communities and ourselves safe. During this time, the team remained in regular 

contact with all CHSP’s clients via telephone undertaking welfare checks, having 

yarns to ensure clients were not feeling too isolated and alone We supported 

clients with food assistance, medication drop-offs and providing cleaning products 

for those who contracted the virus or were classed as a close contact. We were 

also fortunate to build relationships with ‘Pay The Rent’ over this time to support 

our clients who were over the age of 60 and contracted COVID to receive food 

vouchers (to the value of $300). This was a great initiative and the team worked 

hard with 14 of our elderly clients to support them to fill out the necessary forms 

to apply for these vouchers.

This year, we were able to host the inaugural Yadu Men’s night and Ladies night. 

The team provided support to other teams within Yadu to support with the 

organisation of the night and set up. A big thank you to Cyril who was the deadly 

MC at the Men’s night, whilst Daxene gave a small presentation at the Ladies 

Community Home Support Program 
(CHSP)  

Daxene Miller and Cyril Windlass  
Social Coordinator/CHSP Care Worker and CHSP Care Worker
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night. It is great to hear that Yadu leadership have made the decision to now make both of these events an annual event for our community to enjoy.

Once again, the popular Winter Packages program ran. This is something the team have been providing for CHSP’s clients for a number of years and is a highlight 

for many. Through this program either a trailer load of wood or a winter package which includes items such as clothes air-dryers, Ugg boots, beanies, mittens etc are 

provided.

This year, we hosted our annual Christmas  Luncheon at the Ceduna Foreshore 

Hotel Motel. This was another fantastic event for all our elderly clients to 

come together, celebrate and yarn after what had been a difficult and isolating 

year due to the pandemic. Our event was well attended with approximately 80 

clients who participated. We were also lucky enough to be invited by the Yadu 

Health Child Health Team to support in the delivery of Christmas gifts with 

Father Christmas in Ceduna, Thevenard and surrounding areas. This was a lot 

of fun to see all the kids faces and be a part of this great community program. 

We look forward to doing it again this coming year.

Excitingly, we were invited to collaborate with SAWCAN to develop our own local COVID-19 vaccination advertisements. Our inhouse celebrity, Cyril was the main star in 

this advertisement which showcased community stories about why they chose to get the vaccine.

Last but not least, we are proud to say that our client list continues to grow. This year we were able to bring on another 38 clients. Our total client list is near 140 

people. This is a huge number and I thank the team for their continued hard work and dedication that they have shown through what has been a very difficult year for 

us all.

Educational Reports and Activities:

This year, our team undertook a range of educational activities including but not limited to:

• First aid

• Currently undertaking certificate III in Aboriginal Health Work through the Aboriginal Health Council of SA

• Learning My Aged Care process

• Manual Handling

• Infection control (including hand hygiene)

• Donning and doffing

• Palliative Care training

• Certificate II in Aged Care

Future Directions and Upcoming Changes

Over the next 12 months, we have some new projects / programs on top of our existing services to support our community members. This includes:

• Dementia Workshop – this will be held on the 23rd August. This session will provide important information to our community on improving your memory and 

when to seek help when you have any concerns
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• The Aboriginal Community Services team will be returning to Ceduna this year to support our workforce to undertake ACAT assessments and My Aged Care forms 

and referrals

• Yard and home cleaning – this year the team will engage contractors to do this on our behalf due to the high demand of this service

• Men’s and women’s cultural days / social activities

Due to government funding and program guidelines there will also be some small changes around the eligibility requirements that we will be introducing this year 

from July 1st 2022.

These include:

•  CHPS clients will no longer be able to receive support services from other government funded programs such as those who are living in a residential aged facility   

            or have a My Aged Care Package

•  All clients will now need to prove they are on a low income (ie. Centrelink)

All current clients of the Yadu CHPS program will soon receive a letter to advise of these changes and to ensure they are still eligible to receive support.

This year we hope to recruit an administration support officer to our team to support us in providing better services to our ever-growing client list.

Conferences and Workshops

This year we were invited to attend a 2-day workshop in Adelaide for the new Community Connections program. The Community Connections program is a new state-

based initiative to support people aged from 18 – 65 years who are feeling socially isolated. This project is a new regional project that we are in collaboration with 

SAWCAN on. It is still new for us and we will be working over the next 12-18 months with the other Yadu staff to implement this.

 Christmas Tree made from 
Hamper Pampers for Elders  

Elders Playing Celebrity Heads

Cyril Windlass and Daxene Miller 
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Elder’s ChristmasElder’s Christmas  
LuncheonLuncheon

Winners

Raffle Winner 

Table Setting

 Christmas Tree made from 
Hamper Pampers for Elders  

Daxene and Joy Reid 

Yarning Time 

Elders Playing Celebrity Heads

Yadu Health Staff 
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Elder’s Comedy Elder’s Comedy 
ShowShow

Kevin Kropinyeri
Entertaining the Elders

Kevin Kropinyeri and 
Kevina Ware 

Elder’s Group Photo

Yadu Health and Aboriginal Community Services Teams 

Warren Miller 

Zell Dodd and Daxene 
Miller 

Kevin Kropinyeri 
and Zell Dodd 
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Santa’s Drop offSanta’s Drop off  

Group Photo with Santa 

Group Photo with Santa, Child 
Health and SEWB Team 

Santa 
and the children 

Reuel Mundy and Bobby- Ray Milne 

Santa 
handing gifts to 

children  
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VariousVarious

AGM 2021
AGM 2021

Roxanne and the visiting Medical Rescue 
Team at a Pfizer Vacinne Clinic

Roxanne and the visiting Optometrist 
Luke Huggins and the dispenser Helen 

COVID-19 Mobile Vaccination Van Pfizer Mobile Vacinne Clinic

Medical Rescue  
Vaccination Clinic

RN- Min Cho 

Zell Dodd, Yadu Health Team and 
Medical Rescue Team 

Leanne from AHCSA giving 
Warren Miller a Titan machine for 

Middle and Inner Ear Screening

  
Remarkable Remarkable 

EventsEvents
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Environmental Health Team  These programs are preventative programs which will only help our clients stay 

Healthy and Happy. The Environmental Health team can also do home visit risk 

assessments for clients, where we have a checklist of all the above mentioned to 

see if clients need any support.

Highlights and Achievements 

A big highlight for the year was running our desexing program where we worked 

closely with Red Gum Vet service, we had over 40 clients access this service.

We completed 10 Fresh Water Testing for clients.

We have assisted our Community Home Support Program clients with yard 

cleaning especially for our most vulnerable clients including those that live alone 

and need some help.

We delivered pest control sticky mats and cockroach baits to the local community 

of Ceduna, Koonibba and surrounding Homelands.

It is important to note that without the support from other teams at Yadu Health 

the Environmental Health team would not be able to deliver this very important 

Program.

Future Directions 

Training and Secure funding to be able to support the community more often. 

It might be worth adding this as well, that we wish to:

• Develop and adopt Community Environmental Health Plan 2. Promote 

Hygiene practices and supporting continued provision of washing facilities 

for all community members

• Promote practices designed to ensure the proper disposal and management 

of rubbish and waste

• Promoting proper standards in relation to wastewater removal

• Promoting regular washing of clothes and bedding

• Regular monitoring healthy house hardware and living conditions that 

will reduce the speak of infectious diseases and ultimately contribute to 

improved nutrition - through improved food storage, food preparation and 

cooking facilities, by monitoring food safety and supporting water safety 

practices in people’s homes.

• Supporting dog and animal health measures and reducing the negative 

effects of animals through the implementation of the community developed 

public environmental health plan.

Program Summary

The Environmental Health Team play an important part in community 

when it comes to client’s Health overall health, for example we help 

educate clients about:

• Pest Control– for homes we recommend this to happen on 

a quarterly basis or even sooner ie bi-monthly. Educate the 

community about getting rid of wastewater laying around in yards 

that help mosquitoes breed which in turn spread diseases. Educate 

the community about keeping there linen clean to stop the spread 

of bed bugs and scabies in the home.

• Water Testing– to make sure clients water tanks are not 

contaminated we also help fix leaky taps.

• Waste Management– which helps protect the environment and it 

makes the community’s overall health standards better. Extra waste 

laying around in peoples yards attract other pest such as mice, 

flies and other stray animals which also help the spread of some 

diseases.

• Dust Control– helps us meet the safety, health and environmental 

requirements. Dust can cause respiratory issues such as asthma and 

other diseases like diarrhoea

• Re-Vegetation– planting trees etc to protect the soil from the 

erosive effects of the wind

• Animal Control-  the desexing program stops cats and dogs from 

breeding which help stop the spread of diseases that might be 

harmful to our clients and community. Educate clients about 

picking their pets poo up from yard as it turns into dust that people 

then breath in.

• Promote Hygiene Practices– No Germs on Me campaign which 

educates the community about the spread of Trachoma, COVID-19 

educating community about the benefits of washing hands 

regularly and hand hygiene practices when using the toilet.

Neil Coleman and Tory Ware 
Environmental Health Workers 

Pfizer Mobile Vacinne Clinic

Medical Rescue  
Vaccination Clinic

Zell Dodd, Yadu Health Team and 
Medical Rescue Team 
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Program Summary

The purpose of the Aboriginal Disability Liaison Officer is to facilitate 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people with a disability to access 

services under the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS). Also, part 

way the changes of roles I also am known as the community connector 

which Community Connectors support participants, potential participants, 

carers, and families to better understand the NDIS. Community Connectors 

also support the National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) and the local 

service sector to establish and inspire trusting relationships by engaging 

more socially and economically and strengthen and build on appropriate 

community engagement.

COVID-19 had really put a damper on the daily operations of the NDIS 

program especially community engagement. Trips to Oak Valley was 

cancelled which meant clients wwere only contactable via Phone. This made 

everyone become more reliant on Technology. We have scheduled another 

trip in the new financial year.

With new rules becoming more relaxed in South Australia around COVID-19 

we aim to be on our guard when approaching the community. I contracted 

COVID-19 on my return to work in t Jan this year. At that time it affected 

me and my return to work, however I continued to support NDIS in the Oak 

Valley Community. COVID-19 has been a huge barrier for our people to 

attend NDIS information sessions and appropriate face to face engagement.

We have been meetings on Teams to create plans for SAWCAN’s AAA 

team, which meet each fortnight to develop training and planning based 

on community engagement and Service delivery. This training has been 

created for the SAWCAN region.

Highlights and Achievements

The chance to participate at a national level with Rural and remote ACCHO’s 

at the National Disability Insurance Scheme ready Yarning Circle at Darwin 

in June 2022 

this was hosted by NACCHO because 

of COVID, we were told that the 

yarning circle was postponed 

2 times before getting an 

all-clear for Larrakia People

of Darwin to host. SAWCAN was

 asked to present to the NDIS

 ready Yarning circle on Day 2.

Which was a big proud moment for our people on the South Australian West Coast 

as it was shown our commitment to community our drive to help support our 

people in the Aboriginal Abilities Alliance. I felt a sense of proud and strength for 

our people. A second highlight of the year would be hosting the NDIS Our Way 

yarning in partnership with SAWCAN. 

This event was held at the foreshore hotel motel in Ceduna, in attendance was 

Moorundi Aboriginal Health Service, Orange Aboriginal Medical Services, Port 

Lincoln Aboriginal Health Services, Tullawon Aboriginal Health Services, Oak 

Valley Aboriginal Health Service, Nunyara Aboriginal Health Service and a 

representative from the Aboriginal Health Council SA. 

The session was filled out by what supports are required for ACCHOS in our 

area to be registered providers. Also, what AACHO’s did to get to registration. 

Each ACCHO in attendance at the Our way event got to speak we also had BLCW 

(Boosting your local Care workforce) who presented the modules in which we used 

as a sharing and gathering modules of working together.

NDIS also assisted at the Women’s Health and Wellbeing night in collaboration 

with the Child Health Team.

National Disability Insurance 
Scheme (NDIS) 

Shilloh Peel 
Community Activator / Aboriginal Disability Liaison Officer

Networking at the NACCHO NDIS 
Yarning in Darwin, June 2022.

SAWCAN Yarning our way – Yadu health delivered a presentation about 

SEWB and how NDIS shares and gathers within Yadu healthframework.
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Future Directions

To have more people aligned with the disability services through access to the NDIS. The program is going down the path of registration. I await to see more employed 

opportunities in the NDIS space also more Awareness around people with all ‘Abilities’. Also, to see in Future that our ‘Abilities’ warriors are leading the charge for 

Awareness around the disABILITIES in Ceduna and surrounding areas. Creating more partnerships and building better working spaces for all ‘abilities’ within Ceduna.

Training and Conferences Attended 

I am currently studying Primary Health Aboriginal Health Worker Certificate 3 at the Aboriginal Health Council of South Australia.

Hosting the Disability Royal Commission – Andrea Mason. Yadu Health Service was pleased to be Hosting this event. Disability royal commission was happy with the 

amount of information they received from the Ceduna Community and hopefully can return.

Shilloh Peel and the Disability Royal Commissioner Ms Andrea Mason 
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Program Summary

We aim to make a safe welcoming environment where members are supported 

and comfortable to focus on giving attention to both their physical and 

mental health. There has been a constant stream of improvements at the 

gym. Since the introduction of Hello club there have been 294 memberships 

created online and 75 paper based as of 22/6/22. Of those 102 were indigenous 

members. The consistent number of online active memberships fluctuated 

around the 60-75 plus about 20 paper-based members. While these numbers 

vairy weekly there is an ever-increasing number of people in the gym at any 

one time.

We also introduce classes to the gym which has been a process of trial and 

error, checking popularity of times and sessions offered.

Other sessions for the last 12 months :

Youth hub

CAC playgroup

My Time session

Yadu Workers 8-week sessions

Ceduna Area School student headspace girls

Ceduna Area School Year 10’s

Ceduna Area School Elective

Personal training session through gym

Ceduna Year 11 PE students

SAASTA

Yadu Health Gym Team   
Amy Faklis and Shae Haseldine
Life Skills Assistant  Management, Group instructor, Gym Instructor and 
Personal, and Instructor

Ceduna Area School Year 12 Students

Koonibba Snr Football

Seaview hair cuts

The implementation of the new membership sign up system has streamlined 

the process of becoming a member and assisted in ensuring we maintain 

a professional service. This was undertaken alongside the security and 

equipment upgrades as Yadu Health aims to strengthen individuals, families, 

and communities through upgrading the community gym that is located at the 

Koonibba Sporting Complex.

This will enable Yadu Health to deliver better-quality programs and services; to 

improving social, emotional and physical wellbeing outcomes to the community. 

The gym provides an important venue to improve health and social wellbeing 

outcomes for youth and adults, including resilience building, mental health of 

individuals, families, and communities, empowering each other to take greater 

control over their (own) lives in health and wellbeing. The Low impact session 

participant have been connected through Chronic Disease referrals to improve 

their current physical health.

Highlights and Achievements

Watching the participation grow has been extremely exciting. The numbers 

started to increase however COVID close contact rules and practically close 

restriction around gyms prevented people from wanting to risk being classed 

as close contacts which slowed the flow of memberships for some time. As 

the community navigates this time and appear to be more comfortable, class 

number have started to grow again to near capacity for the room size. The 8-12 

year old session has been extremely popular and positive to see children in our 

community engaging in creating healthy habits at such a young age.

The latest timetable
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Highlights and Achievements

Watching the participation grow has been extremely exciting. The numbers 

started to increase however COVID close contact rules and practically close 

restriction around gyms prevented people from wanting to risk being classed 

as close contacts which slowed the flow of memberships for some time. As the 

community navigates this time and appear to be more comfortable, class number 

have started to grow again to near capacity for the room size. The 8-12 year old 

session has been extremely popular and positive to see children in our community 

engaging in creating healthy habits at such a young age.

The Koonibba Netball session has also gained popularity as the young girls 

consistently attend. We support regular participation by students from both 

the Crossways Lutheran and Ceduna Area School and we continue to foster this 

relationship in line with Yadu’s goals in which they are recognising “that good 

health enables Aboriginal and Torres strait Islander Children to have the best 

possible start to life, and adults to lead active, full and productive live.” The 

participation in the early year’s sessions will help our community to create health 

habits and lifestyle thus supporting them to improve their long-term health 

outcomes with a focus on prevention.

Future Directions

Yadu know any work in these priority areas must be underpinned by improving the 

health and wellbeing of individuals, families and communities. To further create 

and foster these values the plan to add a wider variety of sessions to capture the 

needs of the community including staff sessions, walking program, mums and 

bubs and a more holistic involvement in the community to encourage and support 

exercise and participate in organised sports and ideas to support living an active 

day to day life helping to embed healthy movement and eating habits for families.

Training and Conferences Attended 

Amy has undertaken training both face to face and online over the last 12 

months to continue to increase knowledge to future improve the services.

This included;

Training in Science of technical lifting

Boxing (Rumble FIT)

Pilates for Personal Trainers

MYND step aerobics

Instruct Movement Programs for Children (5-12 Year old’s)

Fire Wardens

Program Summary

The sobering up service aims to care for intoxicated persons in the social 

system rather than the criminal justice system.

The unit provides a safe and caring environment in which intoxicated people 

can rest and recover. This is a safe alternative to “sleeping rough “ and is a 

better option rather than police custody for those people deemed to be at 

risk under the public intoxication act.

The unit has 21 beds, but due to Covid and social distancing, we have 

cut back to 15 beds and are closed on Sundays. The unit is staffed by 5 

permanent and 3 casual employees.

Highlights and Achievements

Kylie and Tanya have nearly completed their cert 3 in community services. 

Michael Pipe and I have completed cert 4 level in Alcohol and other drugs.

Sobering Up Unit (SUU) 
Michael Jacobsen 

SUU Coordinator 
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Training and conferences attended 

Unfortunately most were cancelled due to COVID; however some staff and I 

managed to attend First Aid, CPR Fire warden, Hand hygiene and infection 

control.

We now have Eyre Plus taking over all training for staff, which will get us 

back on track and staff to feel more confident in their work.

On 20th December 2021 Sobering Up Unit was taken over by Yalata Anangu.

Team Leader - Ulrike Richter 

Care Workers- Noreen Miller, Tania Benbolt, Kendall Wanganeen, Keith 

Wright, Sarah Dopson, Diana Gledhill, and Jillian Mery.

Program Summary

Seaview Village is low care funded Aged Care facility in Thevenard.  

How many Beds located on sight including respite? 

Seaview Village has 8 self-contained units and can accommodate 13 

residents, including 1 respite. 

Current residents’ numbers: Seaview Village has six permanent residents. 

Key Task for Care workers and Coordinator: The Aged Care Worker is 

responsible for providing direct evidence-based care for residents. This is in 

accordance with the care plan developed in collaboration with the resident, 

their Medical officer, Nurses and other members of the health care team.

This position delivers a culturally respectful, quality service for the residents 

of Seaview Village within the YHAC policies and procedures. The service 

is in line with legislative requirements for safe work practices and active 

participation in all aspects of resident care. We aim to provide a safe, clean, 

comfortable and secure living environment for our residents. 

Seaview Village 

Marianne Jacobsen 
Age Care Coordinator 

We provide direct client care and support for all residents, including those with 

disabilities.

The Seaview Village Coordinator provides overall coordination and supervision of 

staff. Coordinates appointments, visiting specialists including Yadu Health RNs 

and GP services for and on behalf of the residents.

The role also oversees and provides a high standard of customer service to the 

community, members, clients, staff, contributing to a positive image of the 

Corporation. This includes maintaining good working relationships with staff, 

residents and other service agencies to achieve positive outcomes.

Ensure the efficient running of the facility, the implementation and evaluation 

of resources to meet the needs of the residents at Seaview Village, including 

meeting Accreditation standards.

The Coordinator assists the organisation through cooperation in meeting the 

Strategic Actions allocated to the position, derived from Yadu Health’s Strategic 

Directions.

During the COVID -19 outbreak Seaview Village team struggled as activities were 

put on hold and staff members were in isolation. Both situations put pressure 

on our existing available staff, to cover the shifts. Our Cook (Linda Zeunert) 

was assisting as a carer when needed, however she resigned as Cook and staff 

members are preparing the resident’s meals while a new Cook is being sourced.

Seaview Team has facilitated a number of services including but not limited to:

• Up to date vaccinations for residents and staff members as mandated by SA 

Health

• Continuous COVID-19 testing

• Ongoing updates of vaccination records to Lobby Trac for entry

• Update of the Seaview Village Food Safety Plan (May 2022)

• Allied Health specialist appointments for residents and visits to Seaview 

Village

• Residents attendance at activities in the community

• Residents weekly exercise session with Amy Faklis

• Residents Kangaroo tail cook up at the Seaview Village Rotunda, facilitated 

by Cyril, Neil and James.

• Tinted front windows and door, and an outside fence for privacy facilitated 

by Jamie.

• Purchase of appropriate furniture for residents with the help of Raymond. 
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Training and Conferences Attended 

Up to date mandatory training, that included but was not limited to:

• Donning and Doffing

• COVID-19 Infection Control Refresher

• Medication Management online training

• Food Safety Training

•  First Aid Training

• CPR Training

• PEPA Training

• Mental Health First Aid Training, 2-day program (28th-29th June & 30th June – 1st July)

• Raizer Lifter demonstration

Position: Gambling Intervention Officer

Length of time at YHAC: 2yrs at Yadu Health

Previous Work Experience: I’ve been in various position within the health service, receptionist -Aboriginal 

Health Worker, Aboriginal hospital Liaison Officer, Outreach Aboriginal Health Care Worker, Senior Aboriginal 

Health Worker, Coordinator and Care worker at Both Sobering up unit and Seaview Village, I’ve taken a break from 

the health service approximately 2 years and returned working with the social emotional wellbeing team within the 

health service as the gambling intervention officer and a short while with NDIS as the Community Connector.

Areas of Expertise: Dealing with Aboriginal clients in a cultural manner, enables them to have trust and confident in 

you to deliver a service to them with respect and dignity and in an appropriate/professional manner which gives the client strength and courage in trusting your 

service.

Community knowledge and engagement, Communication and Mentoring skills, family support in Social and emotional wellbeing, advocate for clients in regards to 

Aboriginal Health.

Personal Information

I was born in Adelaide, my father is from Point Pearce on the Yorke peninsula and my mother from Koonibba approximately 45kms west of Ceduna, I have 4 brothers 

and 1 sister. Moved to Ceduna in the late 80’s, and live with my Partner in Thevenard.

I have 2 sons,  1 foster son and 3 Grandchildren , I enjoy weekends fishing going football and mainly enjoying my grandchildren’s company.

Ashley Milera
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Program Summary

Once again it has been a testing year with COVID-19. During the first 

quarter of the year we continued with the vehicle change over from lease 

to purchasing. In this time the maintenance utility was returned, and a new 

vehicle was purchased as well as two of the leased Camry’s were purchased 

from SG fleet. This was seen as a viable option as they had few kilometers and 

we knew the vehicle history.

Along with my normal duties of general maintenance I have been involved in 

obtaining quotes for the demolition of the current building we occupy. We 

have engaged McMahon services and Royal Park Salvage to arrange an on-site 

visit to view the building and formally quote the demolition works.

Another project that I have been involved in is the proposal of a new storage 

shed on site at Seaview Village (SVV). The storage at SVV is inadequate, and a 

building development has been submitted with the Ceduna District Council. If 

this is approved, we have the design and funding ready to go.

I have only been in the Coordinators position briefly. We are holding regular 

meetings to develop strategies and shared projects to work together 

cohesively to achieve the best outcome for Yadu Health.

Program Summary

To provide a one stop support to all program areas to ensure the continuation 

of services for the support of modern updated equipment. This is achieved 

by proactively tracking all equipment and the projected life span of 

the equipment to ensure it is fit for purpose and is compliant with all 

accreditation requirements for that specific area.

Corporate Services Team  
Jamie Davies  
Corporate Coordinator/Facilities and Maintenance  

Raymond Leane   
Administration Officer - Asset   

Highlights and Achievements 

The purchase of a purpose built Outreach/Mobile Clinic was considered back in 

February 2021 which was designed to improve clinical services to the community 

and outreach capabilities.. National research was carried out to scope other 

Aboriginal Services who run a mobile service was completed, and the decision 

was made to opt for a purpose-built vehicle.

Six different companies were approached which could undertake this work to 

supply what was required. It was decided to build a vehicle from chassis up as 

it gave more space, more storage and the medical teams could have what is 

required.

After many months of consultation, a presentation was submitted to the Board 

and the concept was approved. More consultations were undertaken, with a 

visual mock-up being displayed in the clinic to show space and layout. Once that 

was agreed upon by clinic staff a final concept was sent off. The purchase of the 

vehicle took place in June 2022 with delivery expected around September to 

November 2022.

This mobile clinic vehicle is to assist in supplying health care in the community 

and surrounding homelands. There has been new medical equipment purchased 

for testing purposes, health checks, for ear health purposes, general support 

and to support the handling of the Covid pandemic.

This will also increase the delivery of vaccinations to the entire community from 

young children through to adults. Yadu will support and promote the need for 

good health at home and will assist at larger events to ensure delivery of onsite 

services at gatherings.

Seaview Village had a significant upgrade with internal furnishings (ie beds, 

fridges, tables and chairs) to improve and replace the current furniture which 

was becoming not fit for service. This also assisted in improving the safety of 

residents to prevent slips, trips and falls. Overall there has been a combined 

effort to improve the living environment of residents.

The Yadu Health Gym has seen a significant increase in membership and to help 

maintain this membership there has been a good investment in new equipment. 

The current equipment which was on lease has been replaced with some new 

improved equipment which will assist current and new members in achieving 

their personal health goals. Several pieces of equipment were deemed as non-

repairable and had to be disposed of.
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Within the Corporate area there has been a lot of behind the scenes work with 

the purchase of supporting IT equipment and minor upgrades to the network 

service. With the Sobering

Up Unit (SUU) now being run by Yalata, this meant a lot of equipment was 

transferred to Yalata. All the IT and supporting equipment was retained for 

further use within Yadu Health.

The Work Health Safety Committee has restarted and all elected people have 

undergone the required training to become WHS Representatives.

In all areas there has been a significant focus on supporting the delivery of 

service and management. Many areas have benefited from the improvement 

of infrastructure and facilities.

There was significant concerns identified and overcome during the peak 

period when there was a COVID-19 outbreak in the local community. With 

staff isolating, quarantining and working from home it made communication 

and management of equipment quite difficult as there was not enough 

IT equipment to support all staff. Through planning, communication and 

forecasting we as a whole group worked together to overcome this hurdle.

Future Directions

Future directions will look to improving infrastructure at Koonibba Clinic, 

Scotdesco, Seaview Village (SVV) and the future proofing of clinic services for 

the new building.

We will see work around identifying and listing all relevant equipment in 

preparation for the new primary health care facility with the aim to have it 

costed and purchased prior to hand-over of the new building. During this time 

there will be a significant amount of equipment needing to be placed into 

storage until the new building is onsite.

A focus will be on the main building at SVV and looking at the expansion of the 

kitchen and living areas.

Over the next 2 years there will be a major focus on IT to ensure continuity of 

service and supporting equipment. This will have an impact of how and where 

people will be working over the next 2 years

Program Summary

Yadu has a strong commitment to our employees and our workplace culture. 

Throughout the HR function, we not only ensure we are maintaining legislative 

and quality standards of compliance with our Human Resource records, we also 

make sure we are supporting our staff as individuals to strive to deliver the best 

outcomes they can.

However COVID-19 pandemic dramatically affected the way training was 

conducted in the first six months of the financial year, where we had to cease 

face-to-face training, and then the transition to more online training.

Altura eLearning was introduced at the commencement of the financial year 

and were able to provide a more flexible and innovative learning options for 

employees. Altura eLearning also provided much needed access to learning 

modules in a virtual setting, where employees can update their skills sets and 

increased their knowledge by undertaking continuous personal and professional 

development activities.

This has led to a major reduction of paper-based training records and confirms 

each employee can incorporate Mandatory Training into Employment Hero that 

enables them to monitor and manage upcoming training. All Mandatory training 

evidence and/or certificates are uploaded into Employment Hero, and automatic 

reminders are set within Employment Hero to remind employees when their 

training is due.

Local training is often difficult to source particularly for all our staff, however the 

roll out of First Aid training has occurred recently with the assistance from the 

local Ceduna TAFE SA.

Training is an ongoing process and is not something that will ever be ‘completed’ 

fully.

Highlights and Achievements  

• Moved from manual HR system to electronic cloud-based system with 

Employment Hero.

• Implementation of onsite HR site support. It was evident early in the 

transition to People Vision, that a dedicated on-site person was needed to 

Lee-Ann Miller    
HR Site Support & Training Officer    
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ensure the necessary processes flowed effortlessly, and staff had a go to 

person.

• Employment Hero has been imbedded into practices throughout Yadu 

Health with strategies targeting further learning for staff and an induction 

for new staff.

• A feature of Employment Hero is a function for communication to all staff 

through

• ‘Shout Outs’ and ‘Announcements’ across Yadu Health.

• Yadu Health successful renewed the Employee Assistant Program (EAP) 

through a cloud-based service called ‘LifeWorks’. The importance of 

EAP was increased with more electronic communication and monitoring 

employee’s wellbeing. Yadu Health continues to provide EAP services 

available to all staff and families with 24/7 services available. This support 

was essential for all staff during the COVID-19 outbreak.

• Coaching and training for Managers and Coordinators of the Employment 

Hero platform by People Vision has been provided successfull.

• Developed an annual training and development plan, including financials, 

aligned to Yadu Health’s business, strategic plan and training budgets.

• Identified skills, competencies, certifications, and qualification gaps across 

Yadu Health’s workforce.

• Develop individual employee training and development plans within 

budget parameters.

• Sourced and engaged training providers to address skills, competencies, 

certifications, and qualification gaps.

• Support new employees with procedures of HR locally, with training 

sessions and link ups with People Vision, have been very successful.

• Compliance reports are provided monthly to the CEO. This demonstrates 

that all Yadu Health employees are compliant with mandatory screenings, 

certificates, COVID-19 vaccinations and qualifications.

• Monitor and maintain training and certification records in Employment 

Hero.

Program Summary

As a Health Promotion Officer, I assist health and community groups such 

as women and children working with the Child Health team to improve their 

individual health and the general health of the community by raising awareness 

of healthy lifestyles, disease and disability, and other health-related issues 

through our Yadu Health media channels.

Belky Simoes    
Health Promotion Officer   

I also rely on our teams to ensure the language is appropriate for our targeted 

audiences. My role is responsible for delivering and promoting activities 

such as sexual health screening, ear screenings for children aged 0- 12 years, 

promotion to stop Gambling program, promotion of COVID-19 Information 

Session, promotion of the Pet Care Vet Program and the promotion of the 

Women’s Health Night.

Highlights and Achievements 

During the Yadu Health launch in July ’22 there was a great demand to 

‘market’ Yadu Health Aboriginal Corporation to the community. I worked with 

different teams i.e. Clinic and Social and Emotional Wellbeing in different 

events to highlight the enhanced work change in service delivery that Yadu 

Health was undertaking. The events were just a sneak peak of what Yadu 

Health had instore, we all worked as a team to deliver the services during the 

launch week.

The COVID-19 outbreak in January ‘22 led to staff shortages which left Yadu 

Health working with a very low number of staff. During this time, I had to 

increase the COVID-19 awareness within the community. This information 

included ways of transmission, available vaccinations and the benefits to them. 

There has been an increase in the deliverance of marketing and promotional 

strategies related to healthy behaviours and programs that Yadu Health 

deliver.

In my role I have developed relationships within the Aboriginal community, 

external agencies, other relevant organisations within, and outside of Ceduna, 

this assures that I obtain the best information and tools to utilise and delliver 

to our community, additionally, it forms a great support system for Yadu 

Health which increases the acceptance of  Yadu’s  services by the community. 

Yadu Health’s website is continuously being updated and managed along with 

the financials on marketing, events, and promotions.

The number of people reached by our social media Facebook page has 

increased to approximately 4243 that is more than 80% increase from previous 

year. This increase was consistent and compatible to the number of page views, 

page engagements, page followers which displayed an growth of 138%, 389%, 

37% and 39% from the previous year.
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Future Directions 

Annual review and update Yadu Health’s marketing and promotion strategy in partnership with operational staff, to develop a schedule to deliver on key Marketing and 

Promotion Strategies. Continue to develop and post all social media materials by deadlines set in the schedule, and design, collate and distribute a monthly Newsletter.

Program Summary

Project involves securing funding for the development of a purpose built facility to accommodate Clinic, Programs and Corporate teams. Detailed discussions have 

occurred with staff groups to ensure that the new building reflects the requirements of all work groups and will be functional for ease of day to day operations.

Highlights and Achievements 

Following the completion of the State and Federal elections Yadu has now secured the funding required to progress with the planning for a new facility. While this will 

involve considerable disruption to current services, and staff may be operating from temporary arrangements, it is also the realisation of the hope that one day Yadu 

and the Aboriginal Community will have a building that they can take pride in and in which people will want to come and work.

Future Directions 

Planning will continue to enable construction and completion of the building by mid-2024. The current buildings are scheduled for demolition mid-2023.

Archie Baker  
Project Manager   

Position: IT - Administration Office

Length of time at YHAC: I started at YHAC on 03/11/2018 and been here since then.

Previous Work Experience: Since being at YHAC I have been in different area’s

Areas of Expertise: I am in the middle of doing my training to become a cert3 in ITC, since being here I have been in

different roles. I first started as the CHSP transport driver. Then I became a worker for the CHSP crew, such as helping 

the elders in the community making sure they get home safe and getting them to their appointments. Then I become 

an ICT (Integrated Care Team) worker which was a challenge for me. I had no idea what I was doing in that role, but I 

did have a lot of support behind me with that position. I can’t say that’s a skill but those were challenges for me. Then 

least but not least I got asked if I wanted to do training as an IT worker, I agreed to do it which is another challenge for me, but at the end of the day you don’t get much 

Aboriginals such as myself to get offered training IT (Information Technology). I work with some good people that are based in Darwin (New Future IT) New Future is a 

Technology company that’s helps with our computer and internet system.

Jerome Newchurch
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For the 21/22 year, the OWNERSHIP Platform and the Joint Venture has continued to execute on its digital transformation journey.

Coming out of a very challenging period of COVID shutdowns, restrictions and difficulties the Joint Venture group has agreed that a pivot to a more flexible IT 

environment was required that embraced a newer remote ready workforce.

To that end, the CEOs of Nunyara and Yadu engaged their Chief Technology Officer to review the options for this new direction and plot a new way forward for this new 

remote-ready environment. The new direction has been agreed to by both Yadu and Nunyara and will be implemented in the 22/23 period. This should see substantial 

increase in the accessibility of emerging technology for the staff and their clients.

Other notable achievements of 21/22 period was the recognition of the hard work and initiatives that the Joint Venture has undertaken by winning the Solstices Media 

InDaily NBN Business Innovation Award. This award highlighted the outstanding job that both of the organisations have done with their IT trainees in collaboration 

with New Future IT.

Additionally, Yadu and Nunyara finally completed a very complex extraction of their Clinical systems. Thanks to key staff in the organisation a key achievement on the 

digital transformation journey was accomplished after several years in the making.

This upcoming year will be another exciting year, with the agreed works to be undertaken. This will see a significant change in the way the IT systems will operate and 

integrate. This will continue to provide the staff and their clients the best possible experience going forwards

Dan Kyr

OWNERSHIP Chief Technology Officer

Dan Kyr
Network Operations Manager    

ICT Report   
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Seaview Roo TailSeaview Roo Tail
Cook UPCook UP
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Seaview Village Staff and Residents 

Kangaroo Tails 

Neil Coleman turning 
the Coal



National Safe Work National Safe Work 
MonthMonth
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Yadu Staff attending
 a WHS training

Shoshana the winner of 
the WHS quiz was awarded 

with a voucher 
Food rated with 

Health Stars for Staff 
Knowledge

Ashley Milera 

Blood Sugar Level Checks
for Staff 

Discussion among Staff 
Members  

COVID-19 Safety 
Measures

Raymond, the WHS 
member presenting 

Staff Health Checks 

Quiz Time

Yadu Health Yadu Health 
Gold Award Winner Gold Award Winner 

of the National Safe Work 2021of the National Safe Work 2021
  



  65  65Discussion among Staff 
Members  

Staff Health Checks 

Yadu Health Yadu Health 
Gold Award Winner Gold Award Winner 

of the National Safe Work 2021of the National Safe Work 2021
  

Awarded by:
Awarded by:

SafeWork SA
SafeWork SA



Thank you to all the staff who contributed to this year’s annual report 

by way articles, photos, production and distribution. 

Acknowledgement of  Funding Bodies  
Yadu Health Aboriginal Corporation formally wishes to thank all our 
funding bodies for their continued support throughout 2021/22.

We would not be able to support the Aboriginal People of Ceduna and 
surrounding communities without your help.

Thank You  
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Financial Statements 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2022
ABN 92 498 922 417
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Yadu Health Aboriginal Corporation (YHAC)

Administration 
Address: 1 Eyre Highway, Ceduna SA 5690

Phone: (08) 8626 2500    Fax: (08) 8626 2560

Seaview Village 
Address: 103 Seaview Terrace, Thevenard SA 5690

Phone: (08) 8626 2590    Fax: (08) 8626 2592

Clinic
Address: 1 Eyre Highway, Ceduna SA 5690

Phone: (08) 8626 2500    Fax: (08) 8626 2530

Koonibba Outreach Clinic 
Address: Mickey Free Lawrie Drive, Koonibba SA 5690

Phone: (08) 8625 0002

Scotdesco Outreach Clinic
Address:PMB 4, Ceduna SA 5690

Phone: (08) 8625 6222

Postal Address 
(All Sites)

PO Box 314 Ceduna SA 5690



Design and Print by Yadu Health Staff. 
Thank You for all who actively contributed for 

this year’s Annual Report 
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